NOTICE OF MEETING
Des Moines Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
Executive Committee
11:30 a.m., Wednesday, September 10, 2014
Des Moines Area MPO Mead Conference Room
***************************
TENTATIVE AGENDA
The established protocol for minutes of this meeting will be to list all attendees, and with each item on which a vote is
conducted in the ordinary course in order to take formal action, those voting nay or abstaining will be identified by
name. Any member who is absent from the meeting for any period of time during which a vote of the body is taken, is
expected to notify the recording secretary at the conclusion of the meeting so that the absence can be duly noted in the
minutes. Roll Call votes will be taken as required by law or upon the request of any member that is approved by the
chair, and the vote of each member for or against the proposition, or abstention, will be incorporated in the minutes or
recorded on a separate sheet attached to the minutes.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Call To Order
VOTE: Approval of Agenda
VOTE: Approval of Meeting Minutes ....................................................................................... Page 3

Approve the August 13, 2014, meeting minutes.
PRESENTATION: Des Moines Area Rail Port Study ............................................................. Page 6
 A presentation on the final draft of the Des Moines Area Rail Port Study and recommendations for next
steps.
REPORT and OPTIONAL VOTE: Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program Project
Applications................................................................................................................................ Page 7
 Report on Federal Fiscal Year 2016 Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program applications; consider approval.
REPORT: Priority Project Solicitation Process ...................................................................... Page 8
 Report on the process to identify priority projects for the Greater Des Moines Partnership’s annual trip to
Washington D.C.
REPORT: Mobilizing Tomorrow Update ................................................................................ Page 10
 Report on the development of Mobilizing Tomorrow, the MPO’s next long-range transportation plan.
Other Non-Action Items of Interest to the Committee
VOTE: Approval of the September 18, 2014, MPO Agenda
Next Meeting Date
 11:30 a.m., Wednesday, October 8, 2014, Des Moines Area MPO Office.
Adjournment

Altoona, Ankeny, Bondurant, Carlisle, Clive, Dallas County, Des Moines, DART, Grimes, Johnston, Mitchellville,
Norwalk, Pleasant Hill, Polk City, Polk County, Urbandale, Warren County, Waukee, West Des Moines, Windsor Heights.
The MPO receives federal funding and may not discriminate against anyone on the basis of race, color, or national origin, according to Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. For more information or to obtain a Title VI Complaint form, call 515-334-0075.

Agenda Report
MPO Executive Committee
September 2014
Item No. 3
ISSUE: Approval of Meeting Minutes
VOTE: Consider approval of the August 13, 2014, MPO Executive Committee meeting minutes.
BACKGROUND:
The minutes of the August 13, 2014, MPO Executive Committee meeting are enclosed on the
following pages.
RECOMMENDATION:
Approve the minutes of the August 13, 2014, MPO Executive Committee meeting.
STAFF CONTACT:
Jennifer Ratcliff, jratcliff@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.
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MEETING MINUTES
Des Moines Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
Executive Committee
11:30 p.m., Wednesday, August 13, 2014
Des Moines Area MPO | Mead Conference Room
The MPO Executive Committee held a meeting at 11:30 a.m., on August 13, 2014, in the MPO Meeting
Mead Conference Room. Before the meeting, the MPO staff emailed agenda packets to the MPO
Executive Committee’s representatives and posted the agenda at the MPO office at 9:00 a.m., August 8,
2014. The fiscal year-to-date publication cost of meeting minutes for the MPO: $320.00. In addition
to these published tentative minutes, there also may be additional meeting notes on file with the
MPO staff that are public records and available upon request as provided by law. These tentative
minutes reflect all action taken at the meeting.
Others Present:

Executive Members Present:

Mike Clayton, Iowa Department of
Transportation*
Clifford Leonard, Public

Tom Hockensmith, Polk County
Steven Gaer, City of West Des Moines
Robert Mahaffey, City of Des Moines
Paula Dierenfeld, City of Johnston
Chris Coleman, City of Des Moines

Staff Present:
Jonathan Wilson, MPO General Counsel
Todd Ashby, Executive Director
Jennifer Ratcliff, Executive Assistant
Dylan Mullenix, Principal Transportation Planner
Bethany Wilcoxon, Senior Transportation
Planner
Nathan Goldberg, Senior Transportation Planner
Teva Dawson, Senior Transportation Planner
Zach Young, Senior Transportation Planner
Aaron Bartling, Associate Transportation Planner

Executive Members Absent:
Angela Connolly, Polk County
Tom Armstrong, City of Grimes

* Non-voting Representative
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1.

Call to Order
MPO Chair Tom Hockensmith called the August 13, 2014, meeting to order at
11:37 a.m.

2.

Approval of Agenda
MOTION:

A motion was made to approve the August 13, 2014, Des Moines Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization Executive Committee meeting.

MOTION CARRIED
3.

Approval of Meeting Minutes
MOTION:

A motion was made to approve the July 17, 2014, Des Moines Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization Executive Committee meeting
minutes.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
4.

Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Study
MOTION:

A motion was made to approve the approve the final draft of the
Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Study.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
5.

On-Street Bike Facility Feasibility Study
MOTION:

A motion was made to approve the final draft of the On-Street Bike
Facility Feasibility Study, which identifies opportunities for on-street
bike lanes throughout the MPO.

CHRIS COLEMAN AND TOM HOCKENSMITH – NO
MOTION CARRIED
6.

Travel Demand Model
MOTION:

A motion was made to approve the approve the new travel demand
model.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
7.

2050 Growth Scenario
MOTION:

A motion was made to approve the 2050 growth scenario.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
8.

Fiscal Year 2015 Unified Planning Work Program –Amendment 1
MOTION:

A motion was made to approve the Unified Planning Work Program to
add the Rail Port Study as a special project.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
9.

Mobilizing Tomorrow Update
Staff Presented; No discussion on item 9
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10.

Des Moines Regional Research, Stats, & Data Hub
Staff Presented; No discussion on item 10

11.

Other Non-Action Items of Interest to the Committee

12.

Approval of the August 21, 2014, MPO Agenda

13.

Next Meeting Date
11:30 a.m. Wednesday, September 10, 2014, in the MPO Mead Conference Room.

14.

Adjournment
Chair Hockensmith adjourned the meeting at 12:40 p.m.
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Agenda Report
MPO Executive Committee
September 2014
Item No. 4
ISSUE: Des Moines Area Rail Port Study
PRESENTATION: Presentation on the final draft of the study and associated deliverables and
suggestions for next steps.
BACKGROUND:
The MPO has been working with McClure Engineering and their partners, Engineered Rail
Solutions, and Via Rail Logistics on the completion of the Des Moines Area Rail Port Study. The
project consists of three primary deliverables:




A transloading feasibility study;
A rail track and ownership analysis; and,
An updated list of freight impediments.

The draft of these three components is now complete. The consultant will present the findings of
the study to the committee at the September meeting with a plan to take action in October.
A copy of the three deliverables is included as a supplemental item to your packet.
RECOMMENDATION:
None. Presentation only.
STAFF CONTACT:
Nathan Goldberg, ngoldberg@dmampo.org; and,
Zach Young, zyoung@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.
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Agenda Report
MPO Executive Committee
September 2014
Item No. 5
ISSUE: Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program Project Applications
REPORT and VOTE: Consider the approval of federal Fiscal Year 2016 Iowa Clean Air Attainment
Program applications.
BACKGROUND:
The MPO staff solicited Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program (ICAAP) applications on July 3, 2014.
Letters of intent were due to the MPO office by 4:30 p.m., on Friday, August 15, 2014. Member
governments submitted letters of intent for the following projects:






City of Clive, Urbandale, and Windsor Heights – Hickman Road/U.S. Hwy 6
Adaptive Traffic Signal Control System;
rd
City of Des Moines – SW 63 Street and Park Avenue Intersection Improvements;
Des Moines Area Regional Transit Authority – Park and Ride Station at 73rd Street
in Windsor Heights;
Des Moines Area Regional Transit Authority – Additional Trips on Route #92, #93,
and #98 Express Service; and,
City of West Des Moines – 50th Street and 60th Street Adaptive Traffic Signal
Control System.

The MPO staff acknowledges that each of the sponsor’s proposed project(s) or program(s)
conforms to the MPO’s transportation planning process, the Horizon Year 2035 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan, and the Congestion Management Process. ICAAP applications are due to
the MPO by 4:30 pm, on Friday, September 12, 2014. The MPO staff will review all ICAAP
applications and submit the applications to the Iowa DOT by the October 1, 2014, deadline.
Included, as a supplemental item, are the letters of intent for 2016 ICAAP funding.
RECOMMENDATION:
Approve the Fiscal Year 2016 Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program applications.
STAFF CONTACT:
Zach Young, zyoung@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.
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Agenda Report
MPO Executive Committee
September 2014
Item No. 6
ISSUE: Priority Project Solicitation Process
REPORT: Discussion regarding the process to develop a list of projects for inclusion in the Greater
Des Moines Partnership’s Policy Book.
BACKGROUND:
The MPO staff annually works with MPO member governments and participating agencies to
develop a list of priority transportation projects to discuss with congressional members during the
Greater Des Moines Partnership’s (GDMP) annual trip to Washington, D.C. The traditional process
for developing the list includes:








September – MPO staff provides member governments with a notice of dates and begins
the process;
October – Solicit letters of intent from member governments. Letters are due by October
24, 2014;
November – Draft project listing provided to MPO committees for discussion;
January – Surface Transportation Program (STP) Funding Subcommittee meets to identify
priority projects from the assembled listing;
February – MPO committees take action to approve the project listing and priority projects;
March/April – GDMP publishes the Policy Book; and,
th
th
May – GDMP Trip to Washington D.C. – May 6 – May 8 , 2015.

Included, immediately following, is the 2014 Priority Project list.
RECOMMENDATION:
None. Report and discussion only.
STAFF CONTACT:
Nathan Goldberg, ngoldberg@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.
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9

NW 66th Avenue Reconstruction and Kempton
Surface Transportation Project
Bridge Replacement
Surface Transportation Project

Surface Transportation Project

I-80 Interchange at US-65 and side roads in
Altoona

Alice's Road/105th Street Interchange and
Connecting Roads

100th Street Bridge at I-80/35

Polk County and City of
Johnston

Iowa Department of
Transportation

City of Waukee

City of Urbandale

$

$

Small Starts application for Bus Rapid Transit on the
Ingersoll/University Loop Route.

Total All Transportation Projects

Transit Project

$

University/Ingersoll Loop

$

$

$

Total Transit Projects

DART

Total Trail Projects

Trail Project

City of Des Moines

SW 1st Street Bridge Repair

Trail Project

City of West Des Moines Raccoon River Pedestrian Trail Bridge

$

Polk City Trail Connector

City of Polk City

Trail Project

$

Construction of a 12' wide, 5 mile long extension to the Gay
Lea Wilson Trail to connect the Chichaqua Valley Trail from
Altoona to Bondurant.
Construction of a 3.4 mile trail to connect the Neal Smith
Trail to the High Trestle Trail.
Pedestrian Bridge across the Raccoon River between
Raccoon River Park and Walnut Woods State Park.
Repair of historic bridge that was converted to pedestrian
use in 2006 and is a link to Grays Lake Park

Gay Lea Wilson/Chichaqua Valley Trail
Extension

City of Altoona, City of
Bondurant, and Polk
County

$

$

$

$

Construction of a bridge at 100th Street over I-80/35.
Reconstruction and widening of Grand Avenue from South
50th Street to the South 35th Street
Full reconstruction into a four-land urban facility with curb
and gutter, storm sewer, dedicated left turn lanes, shareduse trail, and associated improvements from NE Deleware
Avenue to North Ankeny Boulevard (HWY 69).

196,247,000 $

25,000,000 $

25,000,000 $

14,080,000 $

1,080,000 $

3,000,000 $

3,000,000 $

7,000,000 $

157,167,000 $

6,100,000 $

6,575,000 $

7,000,000 $

17,500,000 $

$

Construction of an interchange on I-80 from the recently
completed Alice's Road/105th Street overpass as well as
paving six-lane connecting roads north to Ashworth Road in
Waukee and south to Wendover Road in West Des Moines

24,992,000 $

50,000,000 $

45,000,000 $

$

$

Reconstruction of mainline pavement and ramps at I-80/US$
65 interchange and side roads

Reconstruction of NW 66th Avenue and the Des Moines
River Bridge from NW 26th Street to NW Beaver Drive

Four-lane complete street connecting Downtown Des
Moines to US-65

19,600,000 $

2,000,000 $

2,000,000 $

3,100,000 $

500,000

600,000

600,000 $

1,400,000 $

14,500,000 $

1,500,000 $

1,000,000 $

2,000,000 $

2,000,000 $

2,000,000 $

2,000,000 $

4,000,000 $

55,935,000

1,800,000

1,800,000

-

-

-

54,135,000

1,100,000

2,300,000

1,100,000

-

9,990,000

11,427,000

28,218,000

1,000,000

Federal Funds
Programmed

2,000,000 $

FFY 2015 Funding
Requested

38,500,000 $

Total Project Cost

Replacement and rehabilitation of Grand Ave Bridge, Locust
Street Bridge, Scott Avenue Bridge, DM Union Railway
Bridge, Jackson Ave/5th St Bridge, SW 1st Street Bridge,
$
balustrade wall and historic railing along the Court Avenue
Bridge.

Priority Surface Transportation Projects

Total Surface Transportation Projects

Trail Project

Surface Transportation Project

City of Ankeny

NE 36th Street Widening

Surface Transportation Project

City of West Des Moines Grand Avenue - Phase Six

Surface Transportation Project

Surface Transportation Project

Southeast Connector

City of Des Moines and
City of Pleasant Hill

Bridge
Replacement/Rehabilitation

Project Type

Downtown Transportation Restoration

Project Name

City of Des Moines

Government/Agency

MPO/Greater Des Moines Partnership Federal Fiscal Year 2015 Transportation Appropriations Requests

Agenda Report
MPO Executive Committee
September 2014
Item No. 7
ISSUE: Mobilizing Tomorrow Update
REPORT: Brief report on Mobilizing Tomorrow, the MPO’s next long-range transportation plan.
BACKGROUND:
The MPO continues to work on developing the next long-range transportation plan. At its August
27, 2014, meeting, the Long Range Transportation Plan Steering Committee recommended an
investment strategy for MPO funding. This investment strategy aims to address identified
performance targets and transportation needs within the region. The recommended strategy looks
at Surface Transportation Program (STP) funds and required local match projected to be available
within the region. Funding is recommended to be allocated as follows:





15% of funds for bridges;
15% for transit;
10% for maintenance/preservation; and,
60% for roadway projects.

The roadway project list will be developed from the list of projects submitted by member
governments for consideration in the plan. The Steering Committee proposed that this list include
each member government’s top priority, which MPO solicited in mid-August, regardless of the
project’s performance ranking. Projects on arterial roadways and higher then would be added,
from highest to lowest ranking, until all funding capacity is used. Note that roadway projects
included on this fiscally-constrained list would be eligible for STP funds annually. However,
communities still would need to submit project applications annually for the STP Funding
Subcommittee’s review, similar to the current process. All other projects submitted for
consideration in the plan will be included as illustrative projects.
The Steering Committee also approved issuing a draft plan for public review, consistent with the
MPO’s Public Participation Process. The MPO must provide a 45-day comment period and hold at
least one public meeting prior to final action by the MPO. Therefore, the earliest the MPO Policy
Committee can vote on Mobilizing Tomorrow is at its October 16, 2014, meeting.
The draft plan is available for review on the MPO’s website at
http://dmampo.org/mobilizing-tomorrow/.
RECOMMENDATION:
None. Report and discussion only.
STAFF CONTACTS:
Dylan Mullenix, dmullenix@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.
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NOTICE OF MEETING

AF
T

Des Moines Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
***************************
4:00 p.m., Thursday, September 18, 2014
Des Moines Area MPO - Burnham Conference Room
***************************
TENTATIVE AGENDA

The established protocol for minutes of this meeting will be to list all attendees, and with each item on which a
vote is conducted in the ordinary course in order to take formal action, those voting nay or abstaining will be
identified by name. Any member who is absent from the meeting for any period of time during which a vote of
the body is taken, is expected to notify the recording secretary at the conclusion of the meeting so that the
absence can be duly noted in the minutes. Roll Call votes will be taken as required by law or upon the request
of any member that is approved by the chair, and the vote of each member for or against the proposition, or
abstention, will be incorporated in the minutes or recorded on a separate sheet attached to the minutes.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

R

7.

Call To Order
VOTE: Approval of Agenda
VOTE: Approval of Meeting Minutes ....................................................................................... Page 3
 Approve the August 21, 2014, meeting minutes.
CONSENT and VOTE: August 2014 Financial Report .......................................................... Page 6
 Report on the August 2014 Financial Statement; consider approval.
PRESENTATION: Des Moines Area Rail Port Study ............................................................. Page 7
 A presentation on the final draft of the Des Moines Area Rail Port Study and recommendations for next
steps.
REPORT and OPTIONAL VOTE: Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program Project
Applications................................................................................................................................ Page 8
 Report on Federal Fiscal Year 2016 Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program applications; consider approval.
REPORT: Priority Project Solicitation Process ...................................................................... Page 9
 Report on the process to identify priority projects for the Greater Des Moines Partnership’s annual trip to
Washington D.C.
REPORT: Mobilizing Tomorrow Update ................................................................................ Page 11
 Report on the development of Mobilizing Tomorrow, the MPO’s next long-range transportation plan.
INFORMATION: MPO Progress Report ................................................................................ Page 12
Other Non-Action Items of Interest to the Committee
Next Meeting Date
 4:00 p.m., Thursday, October 16, 2014, Des Moines Area MPO Office.
Adjournment

8.

D

9.
10.
11.
12.

Altoona Ankeny Bondurant Carlisle Clive Dallas County Des Moines DART Grimes Johnston Mitchellville Norwalk
Pleasant Hill Polk City Polk County Urbandale Warren County Waukee West Des Moines Windsor Heights
The MPO receives federal funding and may not discriminate against anyone on the basis of race, color, or national origin, according to Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. For more information or to obtain a Title VI Complaint form, call 515-334-0075.

Agenda Report
MPO Policy Committee
September 2014
Item No. 3
ISSUE: Approval of Meeting Minutes
VOTE: Consider approval of the August 21, 2014, MPO Policy Committee meeting minutes.
BACKGROUND:
The minutes of the August 21, 2014, MPO Policy Committee meeting are enclosed on the following
pages.

AF
T

RECOMMENDATION:

Approve the minutes of the August 21, 2014, MPO Policy Committee meeting.
STAFF CONTACT:

D

R

Jennifer Ratcliff, jratcliff@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.
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Meeting Minutes
Des Moines Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
4:00 p.m., Thursday, August 21, 2014
Des Moines Area MPO Burnham Conference Room

AF
T

The MPO held a meeting at 4:00 p.m. on July 17, 2014, in the Des Moines Area MPO Burnham Conference
Room. Before the meeting, the MPO staff emailed agenda packets to the MPO’s representatives and
posted the agenda at the MPO office at 4:00 p.m., on August 14, 2014. The fiscal year-to-date
publication cost of meeting minutes for the MPO: $320.00. In addition to these published tentative
minutes, there also may be additional Meeting Notes on file with the MPO staff that are public
records and available upon request as provided by law. These tentative minutes reflect all action
taken at the meeting.
MPO Representatives Present:

MPO Representatives Absent:

Skip Conkling, City of Altoona
Kyle Mertz, City of Altoona
David Jones, City of Ankeny
Paul Moritz, City of Ankeny
Mark Arentsen, City of Bondurant
Andrew Lent, City of Carlisle
John Edwards, City of Clive
Ted Weaver, City of Clive
Elizabeth Presutti, Des Moines Area Regional
Transit Authority
Mike Clayton, Iowa Department of
Transportation*
Kevin Foley, Des Moines International Airport*
Skip Moore, City of Des Moines
Frank Cownie, City of Des Moines
Larry Hulse, City of Des Moines
Scott Sanders, City of Des Moines
Bill Gray, City of Des Moines
Robert Mahaffey, City of Des Moines
Joe Gatto, City of Des Moines
Brian Laurenzo, City of Johnston
Tom Leners, Madison County**
Jim Lane, City of Norwalk
Martha Miller, City of Pleasant Hill
Gary Mahannah, City of Polk City
Tom Hockensmith, Polk County
Robert Andeweg, City of Urbandale
Creighton Cox, City of Urbandale
Mike Carver, City of Urbandale
Dean Yordi, Warren County
Casey Harvey, City of Waukee
Tim Moerman, City of Waukee
Tom Hadden, City of West Des Moines
John Mickelson, City of West Des Moines

Wade Steenhoek, City of Ankeny
David Chelsvig, City of Cumming**
Mark Hanson, Dallas County
Chris Coleman, City of Des Moines
Tom Armstrong, City of Grimes
Eric Hanson, City of Indianola
Paula Dierenfeld, City of Johnston
Jeremy Filbert, City of Mitchellville
Angela Connolly, Polk County
Jake Anderson, Van Meter**
Russ Trimble, City of West Des Moines
Charlene Butz, City of Windsor Heights
Julia Castillo, Heart of Iowa Regional Transit
Agency**
Tracy Troutner, Federal Highway
Administration*
Mark Bechtel, Federal Transit Administration*

R

* Advisory/Non-Voting Representatives
** Associate/Non-Voting Representatives
Others Present:
Clifford A. Leonard, Public
Jennifer McCoy, City of Des Moines

D

MPO Staff Present:

© FY 2014 Des Moines Area Metropolitan Planning Organization

Gary Myers, General Counsel
Todd Ashby, Executive Director
Jennifer Ratcliff, Executive Assistant
Dylan Mullenix, Principal Transportation
Planner
Nate Goldberg, Senior Transportation Planner
Bethany Wilcoxon, Senior Transportation
Planner
Teva Dawson, Senior Transportation Planner
Aaron Bartling, Associate Transportation
Planner
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1. Call to Order
MPO Chair Tom Hockensmith recognized a quorum and called the August 21, 2014,
meeting to order at 4:01 p.m.
2. Approval of Agenda
MOTION:

A motion was made and seconded to approve the Des Moines Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization August 21, 2014, meeting agenda.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
3. Approval of the Meeting Minutes
A motion was made and seconded to approve the Des Moines Area
Metropolitan Planning Organization’s July 17, 2014, meeting minutes.

AF
T

MOTION:

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
4. July 2014 Financial Statement
MOTION:

A motion was made and seconded to approve the July, Financial Statement.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

5. Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Study
MOTION:

A motion was made and seconded to approve the final draft of the Electric
Vehicle Infrastructure Study.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

6. On-Street Bike Facility Feasibility Study
MOTION:

A motion was made and seconded to approve the final draft of the On-Street
Bike Facility Feasibility Study, which identifies opportunities for on-street bike
lanes throughout the MPO.

R

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
7. Travel Demand Model
MOTION:

A motion was made and seconded to approve the new travel demand model.

MOTION CARRIED

8. 2050 Growth Scenario
MOTION:

A motion was made and seconded to approve the 2050 growth scenario.

D

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

9. Fiscal Year 2015 Unified Planning Work Program - Amendment 1
MOTION:

A motion was made and seconded to approve the Unified Planning Work
Program to add the Rail Port Study as a special project.

MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

10. Mobilizing Tomorrow Update
MPO staff presented; discussion only on item 10
11. Des Moines Regional Research, Stats, & Data Hub
MPO staff presented; discussion only on item 11
12. MPO Progress Report
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13. Other Non-Action Items of Interest to the Committee
14. Next Meeting Date
4:00 p.m. Thursday, September 18, 2014, Des Moines Area MPO Burnham Conference
Room.
15. Adjournment

D

R

AF
T

Hearing no objection to the contrary, Chair Hockensmith adjourned the meeting at 4:20
p.m.
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Agenda Report
MPO Policy Committee
September 2014
Item No. 4
ISSUE: August 2014 Financial Statement
CONSENT and VOTE: Consider approval of the August 2014 Financial Statement.
BACKGROUND:
The August 2014 Financial Statement will be provided prior to meeting.

AF
T

RECOMMENDATION:
Approve the August 2014 Financial Statement.
STAFF CONTACT:

D

R

Stephanie Muller, smuller@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.
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Agenda Report
MPO Policy Committee
September 2014
Item No. 5
ISSUE: Des Moines Area Rail Port Study
PRESENTATION: Presentation on the final draft of the study and associated deliverables and
suggestions for next steps.
BACKGROUND:

AF
T

The MPO has been working with McClure Engineering and their partners, Engineered Rail
Solutions, and Via Rail Logistics on the completion of the Des Moines Area Rail Port Study. The
project consists of three primary deliverables:




A transloading feasibility study;
A rail track and ownership analysis; and,
An updated list of freight impediments.

The draft of these three components is now complete. The consultant will present the findings of
the study to the committee at the September meeting with a plan to take action in October.
Included, as a supplemental item, is a copy of the three deliverables for the final draft study.
RECOMMENDATION:

None. Presentation only.
STAFF CONTACT:

D

R

Nathan Goldberg, ngoldberg@dmampo.org; and,
Zach Young, zyoung@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.
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Agenda Report
MPO Policy Committee
September 2014
Item No. 6
ISSUE: Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program Project Applications
REPORT and VOTE: Consider the approval of federal Fiscal Year 2016 Iowa Clean Air Attainment
Program applications.
BACKGROUND:

AF
T

The MPO staff solicited Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program (ICAAP) applications on July 3, 2014.
Letters of intent were due to the MPO office by 4:30 p.m., on Friday, August 15, 2014. Member
governments submitted letters of intent for the following projects:








City of Clive, Urbandale, and Windsor Heights – Hickman Road/U.S. Hwy 6
Adaptive Traffic Signal Control System;
rd
City of Des Moines – SW 63 Street and Park Avenue Intersection Improvements;
Des Moines Area Regional Transit Authority – Park and Ride Station at 73rd Street
in Windsor Heights;
Des Moines Area Regional Transit Authority – Additional Trips on Route #92, #93,
and #98 Express Service; and,
City of West Des Moines – 50th Street and 60th Street Adaptive Traffic Signal
Control System.

The MPO staff acknowledges that each of the sponsor’s proposed project(s) or program(s)
conforms to the MPO’s transportation planning process, the Horizon Year 2035 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan, and the Congestion Management Process. ICAAP applications were due to
the MPO by 4:30 pm, on Friday, September 12, 2014. The MPO staff will review all ICAAP
applications and submit the applications to the Iowa DOT by the October 1, 2014, deadline.
Included, as a supplemental item, are the letters of intent for 2016 ICAAP funding.
RECOMMENDATION:

R

Approve the Fiscal Year 2016 Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program applications.

STAFF CONTACT:

D

Zach Young, zyoung@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.
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Agenda Report
MPO Policy Committee
September 2014
Item No. 7
ISSUE: Priority Project Solicitation Process
REPORT: Discussion regarding the process to develop a list of projects for inclusion in the Greater
Des Moines Partnership’s Policy Book.
BACKGROUND:

AF
T

The MPO staff annually works with MPO member governments and participating agencies to
develop a list of priority transportation projects to discuss with congressional members during the
Greater Des Moines Partnership’s (GDMP) annual trip to Washington, D.C. The traditional process
for developing the list includes:









September – MPO staff provides member governments with a notice of dates and begins
the process;
October – Solicit letters of intent from member governments. Letters are due by October
24, 2014;
November – Draft project listing provided to MPO committees for discussion;
January – Surface Transportation Program (STP) Funding Subcommittee meets to identify
priority projects from the assembled listing;
February – MPO committees take action to approve the project listing and priority projects;
March/April – GDMP publishes the Policy Book; and,
May – GDMP Trip to Washington D.C.; May 6 - May 8, 2015.

Included, immediately following, is the 2014 Priority Project list.
RECOMMENDATION:

None. Report and discussion only.
STAFF CONTACT:

D

R

Nathan Goldberg, ngoldberg@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.

© FY 2015 Des Moines Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
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D
R
AF

NW 66th Avenue Reconstruction and Kempton
Surface Transportation Project
Bridge Replacement
Surface Transportation Project

Surface Transportation Project

I-80 Interchange at US-65 and side roads in
Altoona

Alice's Road/105th Street Interchange and
Connecting Roads

100th Street Bridge at I-80/35

Polk County and City of
Johnston

Iowa Department of
Transportation

City of Waukee

City of Urbandale

$

$

6,100,000 $

6,575,000 $

7,000,000 $

196,247,000 $

25,000,000 $

25,000,000 $

14,080,000 $

1,080,000 $

3,000,000 $

3,000,000 $

7,000,000 $

157,167,000 $

T
Small Starts application for Bus Rapid Transit on the
Ingersoll/University Loop Route.

$

$

$

$

$

Total All Transportation Projects

Transit Project

Construction of a 12' wide, 5 mile long extension to the Gay
Lea Wilson Trail to connect the Chichaqua Valley Trail from
Altoona to Bondurant.
Construction of a 3.4 mile trail to connect the Neal Smith
Trail to the High Trestle Trail.
Pedestrian Bridge across the Raccoon River between
Raccoon River Park and Walnut Woods State Park.
Repair of historic bridge that was converted to pedestrian
use in 2006 and is a link to Grays Lake Park

$

$

$

$

$

University/Ingersoll Loop

Construction of a bridge at 100th Street over I-80/35.
Reconstruction and widening of Grand Avenue from South
50th Street to the South 35th Street
Full reconstruction into a four-land urban facility with curb
and gutter, storm sewer, dedicated left turn lanes, shareduse trail, and associated improvements from NE Deleware
Avenue to North Ankeny Boulevard (HWY 69).

17,500,000 $

$

Construction of an interchange on I-80 from the recently
completed Alice's Road/105th Street overpass as well as
paving six-lane connecting roads north to Ashworth Road in
Waukee and south to Wendover Road in West Des Moines

24,992,000 $

50,000,000 $

45,000,000 $

$

$

Reconstruction of mainline pavement and ramps at I-80/US$
65 interchange and side roads

Reconstruction of NW 66th Avenue and the Des Moines
River Bridge from NW 26th Street to NW Beaver Drive

Four-lane complete street connecting Downtown Des
Moines to US-65

19,600,000 $

2,000,000 $

2,000,000 $

3,100,000 $

500,000

600,000

600,000 $

1,400,000 $

14,500,000 $

1,500,000 $

1,000,000 $

2,000,000 $

2,000,000 $

2,000,000 $

2,000,000 $

4,000,000 $

55,935,000

1,800,000

1,800,000

-

-

-

54,135,000

1,100,000

2,300,000

1,100,000

-

9,990,000

11,427,000

28,218,000

1,000,000

Federal Funds
Programmed

2,000,000 $

FFY 2015 Funding
Requested

38,500,000 $

Total Project Cost

Replacement and rehabilitation of Grand Ave Bridge, Locust
Street Bridge, Scott Avenue Bridge, DM Union Railway
Bridge, Jackson Ave/5th St Bridge, SW 1st Street Bridge,
$
balustrade wall and historic railing along the Court Avenue
Bridge.

Priority Surface Transportation Projects

Total Transit Projects

DART

Total Trail Projects

Trail Project

SW 1st Street Bridge Repair

City of Des Moines

Trail Project

Trail Project

Polk City Trail Connector

City of Polk City

City of West Des Moines Raccoon River Pedestrian Trail Bridge

Gay Lea Wilson/Chichaqua Valley Trail
Extension

City of Altoona, City of
Bondurant, and Polk
County

Total Surface Transportation Projects

Trail Project

Surface Transportation Project

City of Ankeny

NE 36th Street Widening

Surface Transportation Project

City of West Des Moines Grand Avenue - Phase Six

Surface Transportation Project

Surface Transportation Project

Southeast Connector

City of Des Moines and
City of Pleasant Hill

Bridge
Replacement/Rehabilitation

Project Type

Downtown Transportation Restoration

Project Name

City of Des Moines

Government/Agency

MPO/Greater Des Moines Partnership Federal Fiscal Year 2015 Transportation Appropriations Requests

Agenda Report
MPO Policy Committee
September 2014
Item No. 8
ISSUE: Mobilizing Tomorrow Update
REPORT: Brief report on Mobilizing Tomorrow, the MPO’s next long-range transportation plan.
BACKGROUND:

AF
T

The MPO continues to work on developing the next long-range transportation plan. At its August
27, 2014, meeting, the Long Range Transportation Plan Steering Committee recommended an
investment strategy for MPO funding. This investment strategy aims to address identified
performance targets and transportation needs within the region. The recommended strategy looks
at Surface Transportation Program (STP) funds and required local match projected to be available
within the region. Funding is recommended to be allocated as follows:





15% of funds for bridges;
15% for transit;
10% for maintenance/preservation; and,
60% for roadway projects.

The roadway project list will be developed from the list of projects submitted by member
governments for consideration in the plan. The Steering Committee proposed that this list include
each member government’s top priority, which MPO solicited in mid-August, regardless of the
project’s performance ranking. Projects on arterial roadways and higher then would be added,
from highest to lowest ranking, until all funding capacity is used. Note that roadway projects
included on this fiscally constrained list would be eligible for STP funds annually. However,
communities still would need to submit project applications annually for the STP Funding
Subcommittee’s review, similar to the current process. All other projects submitted for
consideration in the plan will be included as illustrative projects.

R

The Steering Committee also approved issuing a draft plan for public review, consistent with the
MPO’s Public Participation Process. The MPO must provide a 45-day comment period and hold at
least one public meeting prior to final action by the MPO. Therefore, the earliest the MPO Policy
Committee can vote on Mobilizing Tomorrow is at its October 16, 2014, meeting.
The draft plan is available for review on the MPO’s website at
http://dmampo.org/mobilizing-tomorrow/.

RECOMMENDATION:

None. Report and discussion only.

D

STAFF CONTACTS:

Dylan Mullenix, dmullenix@dmampo.org;
(515) 334-0075.
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Agenda Report
MPO Policy Committee
September 2014
Item No. 9
ISSUE: MPO Progress Report
INFORMATION: Distribution of the August 2014 Progress Report.
BACKGROUND:
The monthly Progress Report is a summary of work performed by the MPO staff.

AF
T

The August 2014 Progress Report will be provided prior to the MPO Policy meeting.
RECOMMENDATION:

None. Information only.
STAFF CONTACT:

D

R

Jennifer Ratcliff, jratcliff@dmampo.org
(515) 334-0075.

© FY 2015 Des Moines Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
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August 12, 2014

Mr. Zach Young
Des Moines Metropolitan Organization
420 Watson Powell, Suite 200
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

Public Works Department
2123 NW 111th St
Clive, IA 50325
(515)223-6231
(515)223-6013 Fax
www.cityofclive.com

Re: Letter of Intent- Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program (ICAAP)
Adaptive Traffic Signal Control System – Hickman Road/U.S. Hwy 6
Dear Mr. Young:
Please consider this as the Letter of Intent from the Cities of Clive, Urbandale and Windsor
Heights to jointly apply for funding under the Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program. The
project proposed will include the system engineering, procurement, and installation
of an Adaptive Traffic Signal Control System at fifteen existing signalized intersections
along the Hickman Road corridor between 70th Street west to NW 156th Street.
Adaptive traffic signal control system will be deployed on University Avenue this fiscal year as
a joint project with the City of West Des Moines. West Des Moines’ existing deployments has
resulted in reductions in stops, travel time, fuel consumption and vehicle emissions on the
arterial signal systems that are under adaptive traffic control. Clive, Urbandale and Windsor
Heights believe that the Hickman Road corridor is an excellent candidate for the system and
drivers would benefit greatly with the installation of this type of equipment to aid in mitigating
congestion on the corridor, and thus improving air quality.
The potential project has also been coordinated with the Iowa DOT and it is consistent with
new goals and objectives they are initiating to promote improved traffic signal system
operation on primary highways within metro areas. The proposed project would be similar to
the pilot project Iowa DOT is working on collaboratively with the City of Des Moines for U.S.
Hwy 69 / SE 14th Street.

Sincerely,

Bart Weller
Director of Public Works

Cc;

Dennis Henderson, City Manager
David McKay, City of Urbandale
Jason VanAusdall, City of Windsor Heights

August 14, 2014

Todd Ashby
Executive Director
Des Moines Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
420 Watson Powell Jr. Way, Suite 200
Des Moines, IA 50309
RE: Iowa’s Clean Air Attainment Program Letter of Intent
Dear Mr. Ashby:
The Des Moines Area Regional Transit Authority (DART) is planning to submit
two applications for FY16 ICAAP funding.
1.

Service Improvements on Express Routes #92/#93/#98

DART is requesting second-year funding for service improvements implemented
on three of our most heavily used express routes. Routes #92–Hickman and #93NW 86th Express each received four additional trips while Route #98–Ankeny
Express received six additional trips.
2.

Service Improvements on Crosstown Route #52

DART is requesting first-year funding for service improvements on Route #52 –
Valley West/Jordan Creek Crosstown. The route operates with limited stops
between the malls and downtown, and offers connections with six of DART’s
other suburban routes. The service improvements will double the number of
weekday trip options.
Sincerely,

Debra Meyer
DART Financial Analyst

DES MOINES RAIL TRANSLOAD
IDENTIFICATION OF TRANSPORTATION IMPEDIMENTS
DES MOINES AREA MPO
August, 2014
Final

The Des Moines
M
Area
a Metropolita
an Planning Organizatio
on (MPO) updated the “G
Goods
Movemen
nt” report in 2006. This report included a list of the top ten freight impeediments in the
Des Moin
nes region. These freigh
ht impedimen
nts were eith
her Structurall or Operatio
onal. Structu
ural
impediments could be
b in the form
m of overpassses that are too low for trucks or trains to clear,
intersectio
ons that truccks can’t navvigate, or bridges with weeight restricttions. Opera
ational
impediments could in
nclude conge
ested corrido
ors with traff ic volumes th
hat impede ttruck movem
ment,
one-way streets that restrict
r
accesss, or extended loading//unloading time due to ro
oadway
characterristics. A freight impedences map is shown in Fig
gure 1. Thiss map comes from the
Transportattion Plan and
Horizon Year
Y
2035 Metropolitan
M
d is based on the locatio
ons from the
is provided iin the reportt that identifies or
2006 “G
Goods Movem
ment” report. Very little information
i
describess the impede
ence. Thereffore, each lo
ocation was g
given a curso
ory field reviiew to ascerttain
what actu
ual or perceiived impedim
ment may exxist.
The ten lo
ocations and
d their potential impedim
ments as theyy pertain to ttruck traffic a
are listed bellow.
Figures 2.01
2
through
h 2.10 show the locations.


1) Euclid Avenue and
d 2nd Avenue
e: The corn er radii on the west leg o
of the
intersectio
on appear to
o be inadequ
uately design
ned for truck turning trafffic. A building
situated in
n the SW qua
adrant of the
e intersection
n complicatees the ability to reconstru
uct
this corne
er.



2) Euclid Avenue and
d 6th Avenue: The corneer radii on a
all four quadrants are
inadequate for truck traffic. Buildings are situ
uated up aga
ainst the inte
ersection on a
all
four corne
ers. Left turn
ning radii are
e probably l ess than dessirable, but w
were not
evaluated
d at this time.



3) East 30
3 th Street an
nd Scott Aven
nue: Althou
ugh this interrsection was likely design
ned
to the stan
ndard practices of its dayy, design sta
andards and practices ha
ave evolved over
time. Thiss intersection
n does not meet
m
today’s design convventions and the span wiire
signal is le
ess than idea
al compared
d to what wo
ould be desig
gned if it werre to be insta
alled
today. Ad
dditionally, th
he pole and pole-mountted traffic co
ontrol cabine
et sits right on
n top
of the inte
ersection curb-line and iss vulnerable to vehicles tthat require large amoun
nts of
room to make
m
their rig
ght turns.



4) 2nd Avvenue Rail Brridge by Fire
estone: Thiss rail bridge has a heightt restriction a
and
is posted at 13’4”.



5) East 18th Street Ra
ailroad Crosssing(s) north of Market SStreet: There
e are multiple
crossings in a 500-foo
ot distance. The most no
orthern crosssing is a sing
gle-track; the
e
middle cro
ossing is a tw
wo-track cro
ossing; and th
he last crosssing near Ma
arket Street
consists of nine trackss to cross in just
j
over 100
0 feet (measured from edge of trackk to
edge of trrack).



6) Delaw
ware Avenue and Hull Avvenue: Thiss is a small in
ntersection th
hat was not built
for truck turning move
ements. The
e NW cornerr radius was increased to
o accommod
date
wheel patth tracking fo
or right turning trucks. TThis is a 4-wa
ay stop controlled
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g
intersectio
on. Vehicle stopped
s
at th
he stop signss could be in
nterfering witth left turning
truck traffic if not stop
pped at a suffficient distan
nce back from the interse
ection.


7) 2nd Avvenue; from University Avve to Euclid A
Ave: This iss a 4-lane se
ection withou
ut
turn laness. This includ
des no turn lanes
l
at the signalized in
ntersections (Aurora,
Madison, Douglas, Hu
ull, New Yorrk, Holcomb , and Colleg
ge). The lane widths are
e less
d
12 fe
eet and the pavement
p
co
onditions aree “fair” as de
efined by the
eir
than the desired
Pavementt Condition Index (PCI) values.



8) NE 22
2nd Street; fro
om Broadway Ave to NE 66th Ave: M
Many of the parcels of la
and
on this secction involve
e the use of trucks
t
and heence there iss a large am
mount of truck
nd
nd
traffic travversing NE 22
2
Street. NE
N 22 Streeet is a 2-lane facility with
hout turn lan
nes
along mo
ost of the roa
adway. There are turn la
anes at the 5
54th Street sig
gnal, at
Broadwayy, and also at
a the NE 66tht Street interrsection. Theere is one se
ection (NE 58
8th to
NE 60th Stt) that has be
een widened
d and improvved beyond the typical 2
2-lanes.



9) I-35/8
80 and N 26
6th Street – In
nterstate High
hway: Currrently N 26th passes overr the
interstate with no acce
ess to the intterstate. Thrroughout thee years intere
est has been
d regarding a connection
n or access to
o the intersta
ate to and from NW 26thh
expressed
St/NW Mo
orningstar Drive.
D

pediment for vehicles
 10) 2nd Avvenue at NE 66th Avenue: While theere is no imp
nd
traveling sttraight throu
ugh on 2 Avvenue, accesss to and fro
om certain diirections on NW
th
66 is limitted by the exxisting bridge
e clearance. Clearance is posted att 12’1”. The
e
redesign of this interch
hange is bein
ng pursed an
nd public meeetings have been held
regarding the alternatives for consttruction. Co
onstruction iss scheduled ffor FY 2019.
on to the ten locations re
eviewed, trucck routes werre identified that would b
be the most likely
In additio
candidate
es to carry trruck traffic to
o/from the Des
D Moines R
Rail Port and respective
69/E
origins/destinations in the region. Aside from
m the intersta
ate freewayss, these route
es were: US 6
th
th
nd
th
rd
d
14 /E 15
5 St, 2 Ave
enue/IA 415
5, MLK/Fleur Dr/19 St, M
Merle Hay R
Rd/IA 28/63 St, University
th
Ave, E Un
niversity Ave, Hubbell Avvenue, Hickm
man Rd, 6 A
Avenue, E 18
8th St, and Sccott St. A fie
eld
investigattion of these
e roads, or portions of these roads, w
was made fo
or purposes o
of visually
observing
g the genera
al geometry and
a paveme
ent condition
ns.
The Iowa
a DOT Street and Highwa
ay Capital Im
mprovementt Program wa
as used to id
dentify future
e
planned improvemen
nts on each of
o the road segments
s
in question. The year of th
he improvem
ment
and the type
t
of impro
ovement werre noted alon
ngside the fi eld observattions. The Io
owa DOT alsso
maintains a safety im
mprovement candidate
c
lo
ocations (SIC
CL) list that id
dentifies the 2
200 highest
ranked in
ntersections. This list was checked ag
gainst the lo
ocations/road
d segments tto help identtify
additiona
al impediments in the reg
gion and the
eir potential for improvem
ment selectio
on.
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Figure
F
1 – Freight Impedences Map

D
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Fig
gure 2.01 – Euclid Avenu
ue and 2nd A
Avenue

Fig
gure 2.02 – Euclid Avenu
ue and 6th A
Avenue
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Figu
ure 2.03 - Ea
ast 30th Streeet and Scott Avenue

Figure 2.04 - 2nd
d Avenue Ra il Bridge by Firestone
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Figure 2.05 - East 18th Stree
et Railroad C
Crossing(s) north of Markket Street

Figurre 2.06 - De
elaware Aven
nue and Hull Avenue
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Figure 2.0
07 - 2nd Avenue; from U
University Avee to Euclid A
Ave

nd
d

2 Avenue

Figure 2.08 - NE 22nd Sttreet; from B
Broadway Avve to NE 66th
h Ave

nd

NE
N 22 Street

Des Moiness Railport
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Figure 2.09
9 - I-35/80 and
a N 26th Street – Interstate Highw
way

th

I‐35/80 at NW
W 26 St

Fig
gure 2.10 - NE 66th Ave nue at 2nd Av
Avenue
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Of the ten impediments listed in the
t “Goods Movements” document, only two are
e in the regio
onal
th
long rang
ge plan. SE 30 from Sccott Avenue to
t Vandalia Road is prog
grammed fo
or widening in
years 202
26-2035 and it is assum
med that both
h intersection
ns at each en
nd would be
e reconstructe
ed
th
with the improvement project. An
nd NW 26 Street at I-35
5/80 is prog
grammed forr the addition of
an interchange in yea
ars 2026-20
035. These “dates”
“
are n
not set firmlyy in place, but simply me
ean
that regio
onal leaders recognize and
a are in ag
greement forr the need to
o pursue imp
provements a
at
nd
these locations. Polk
k County is planning the removal of tthe bridge att 2 Avenue
e and NE 66tth
Avenue and
a plans to replace it with an at-gra
ade intersect ion. Constru
uction is set for FY 2019
9.
That leavves seven of the impedim
ments from th
he report tha
at are not beeing addresse
ed through a
program. These are listed in Tab
ble 1with app
proximate pllanning leveel constructio
on costs.
Table 1 – Non-programmed “Go
oods Movem
ments” Truck Impedimentts
Location

Impedime
ent

Potenti al Improvem
ment

Euclid Aven
nue
and 2nd Ave
enue
Euclid Aven
nue
and 6th Avenue

NW and SW
S corner rad
dii
inadequatte
Corner radii; all four
quadrantss.

Recons truct NW corrner.

2nd Avenue
e Rail Bridge
by Firestone
e
East 18th Street
S
Railroad Crrossing(s)
north of Ma
arket Street
Delaware Avenue
A
and
Hull Avenue
e
2nd Avenue
e (University
Ave to Euclid Ave)

Height resstriction of
13’4”.
Multiple ra
ail crossings.

NE 22nd Sttreet
(Broadway Ave to NE
66th Ave)

2-lane faccility without
turn lanes but with a high
amount off truck traffic..

No imp
provements ccould be mad
de
withoutt purchasing the existing
businessses/building
gs.
Recons truct rail brid
dge with desirred
nce.
clearan
Constru
uct a grade sseparation
betweeen the rails an
nd the road.

Corner radii in 3 of the
e4
quadrantss.
4-lane secction without
turn lanes; PCI “fair”;
lanes less than 12 feet.

Recons truct three qu
uadrants with
h
improvved radii.
Add lefft turn lanes tto the
signalizzed intersections of Aurora,
Madiso
on, Douglas, Hull, New
York, H
Holcomb, and
d College.
Improvve this section
n to a similar
cross-seection to the one north off
66th Strreet (4-lane fa
acility with
median
ns and left turn lanes at
select in
ntersection).

ng Level
Plannin
Cost
$2
20K
n
n/a
$2..5Mil
$4.1M
$3
35K
$1.8M

2.5M
$12

A field ob
bservation was
w complete
ed of additional routes th
hat would assist in movin
ng goods to//from
various metropolitan
m
locations an
nd the rail po
ort. There iss potential fo
or improvement on some
e of
these rou
utes in order to address possible
p
imp
pediments. A description
n of the imprrovement and an
associate
ed planning level constru
uction cost is provided in Table 2.
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Table 2 – Additional Impedimentts
Location

Impedime
ent

Potenti al Improvem
ment

US 69/E 14
4th St.
(E Universitty to I-35/80))

anes from E
No turn la
Universityy to I-35/80.

IA 28/Merle
e Hay/63rd
at Universitty

Less than adequate radii
on both corners. Truckk
wheel-patth encroache
es
on pedesttrian area.
Corner ra
adii.
Corner ra
adii.

Add turrn lanes at th
hree of the
signalizzed intersections (Cleveland,
Washin
ngton, and M
Madison).
Improvve turning rad
dii on NW an
nd
NE cor ners. Upgrade traffic
andards.
signals to current sta
Relocatte utilities as appropriate.
Minor iimprovementts to turning
radii att both interseections.

E 18th Stree
et @ Scott
E 18th Stree
et @ Maury

Plannin
ng Level
Cost
$1.0M

S400K
$7
70K

at were evalu
uated includee University,, Hubbell, an
nd Martin Lu
uther
Some of the additional routes tha
th
provements to
o these road
dways, to corrrect any trucck impedime
ents,
King (MLK)/Fleur Dr//19 St. Imp
were not considered for various reasons.
r
Witth no connecction to I-35
5/80 at MLK,, the focus w
will be
on impro
oving truck im
mpedances on
o parallel ro
outes, with a
any improvements on MLLK/19th Stree
et
aligning with
w the pote
ential interch
hange constrruction. Thee issues to thee south of do
owntown on
MLK/Fleu
ur Drive prim
marily concerrn the pavem
ment conditio
on and rough ride. This would be
corrected
d through rou
utine mainte
enance and resurfacing
r
p
programs an
nd is not con
nsidered so m
much
a truck im
mpedance ass it affects th
he overall normal roadwa
ay function. A widening
g project is
programmed for a se
ection of Uniiversity Avenue that will rrectify any truck impedim
ments that might
th
th
exist on the section between 6 Avenue
A
and 10
1 Street. U
University wa
as not heavily evaluated as
much of the roadwayy is geometriically accepta
able and oth
her functiona
al parallel ro
outes exist, in
n
addition to I-235 being nearby. The complettion of the S E Connectorr will elimina
ate the need to
improve Hubbell Ave
enue as a rou
ute to/from the
t rail port to/from US 65. Therefo
ore, truck
impedances for the rail port proje
ect were not considered for Hubbell Avenue.
Construction of the SE Connectorr is expected to alleviate some of thee traffic in the
e downtown area
and will improve
i
the movement of
o trucks and
d their goodss while proviiding econom
mic
redevelop
pment opportunities. Th
he SE Connector has beeen under con
nstruction sin
nce 2006. The
roadway is open from
m SW 2nd Sttreet to SE 9tth Street, inccluding dual bridges over the Des Mo
oines
th
th
River. Co
onstruction of
o the segme
ent from SE 9 to SE 15 is currently in progress. Constructio
on
for Phase
e II from SE 15
1 th Street to
o US 65 is prrogrammed ffor years 20
016-2025.
The costss provided in
n Table 1 and
d Table 2 arre preliminarry ball-park figures in today’s dollarss.
These are
e not intende
ed as constru
uction cost opinions
o
and
d are merely a demonstra
ation of the
magnitud
de of the pottential impro
ovements, wh
hich totals ap
pproximatelyy $22.4 Milliion. (Table 1 and
Table 2 combined,
c
non-program
mmed improvvements).
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Project Overview
The objectives of the Des Moines Metropolitan Organization, or “the DMPO” are to evaluate
and support the development of cost-competitive logistics infrastructure projects in the
community in order to meet the following four goals:

1. Improve the overall freight capacity and options in the metropolitan area,
2. Develop rail centric transportation options for existing businesses,
3. Expand existing transportation options to attract new industries to the region and
support economic development, and,
4. Focus the southeast area of Des Moines to support Industrial Development, in particular its manufacturing base.
More specifically, the Project team has been tasked to perform a logistical and freight
movement analysis of the DMPO’s region. From this study, the volume and the value of potential freight will be determined, regardless of carrier or transportation mode. In order to
meet this objective, the Project Team has worked closely with the DMPO to study the existing freight flows by mode into and out of the region as well as evaluating actions to increase
rail-served freight options for the manufacturing base and new industries.

Market Overview
The first phase of the Market Analysis was a physical survey of the shippers and commodities in the DMPO region, a survey of the existing rail transloads and their characteristics,
and an assessment of Class 1 and Regional Railroad service, location and size. The Project Team also developed the following Goal, Strategy and Tactic for the Partnership to focus market assessment efforts:
Goal:
Strategy:
Tactic:

Ensure economic growth for the City and Region through enhanced transportation infrastructure, if necessary,
Develop an efficient multi-modal set of transportation options for Industries in
the City and Region,
Evaluate the feasibility and construction of a Transload Facility that supports
the increased use of rail by providing competitive rail access to non-rail
served Industries.

The first step in the project was to assess the existing and future market for rail logistics requirements in the region. Next, we determined whether the needs of existing and future railserved businesses could be met with the existing infrastructure and, finally, if determined the
existing infrastructure does not meet existing or and future demands, we will develop recommendations for next steps to ensure this market need could be met, including the type of
facility services which will attract the identified commodities.
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Overview of Des Moines and Iowa Market
Iowa is a largely rural state; the state population is 3.07 million. Des Moines, the state capital and the largest city, has a population of 203,433, while the Metropolitan Statistical Area
of Des Moines – West Des Moines (the Region) has a population of 590,000 or approximately 19% of the state’s total population. Per capital income of $43,735 is approximately
107% of the national average and the Region’s Gross Domestic product is $42.1 billion.
While manufacturing represents 21% of the GDP of the State, it comprises only 5% of the
Region’s economy. Des Moines’ GPD is largely driven by the services sector (82%) with
financial services in particular, including insurance, banking, and finance, driving the economy at 45%. Since the Des Moines economy is services driven, Des Moines is primarily a
consumption point; the only significant existing manufacturing facilities are agricultural tires
produced by Bridgestone/Firestone. That said, Des Moines is a substantial consumption
market which, in addition to consumer products, requires the basic commodities of any
growing metropolitan area including Cement, Lumber, Construction Materials, Feedstock
and Agricultural supplies to support the regional farm economy.
As shown below in Figure 1, Des Moines is at crossroads of I-35 a primary NAFTA Corridor
and I-80 a northern tier Interstate which connects New York to San Francisco. This crossroad location is attractive for transportation companies and is a desirable terminal location.
However Des Moines is too close to challenge large national distribution centers in Kansas
City, Minneapolis, Omaha and Chicago.
Des Moines is prominently located within the Congressional High Priority Corridors and will
benefit from future freight corridor investments as illustrated below in Figure 2.

Figure 1 Source: Americansov.org

Figure 2

Iowa is home to America’s best workforce that is highly educated and productive. Iowa is a
Right–to–work state which is attractive to many employers. Research and development tax
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credits are available along with tax increment financing. Iowa has a favorable tax structure
which is especially attractive to manufacturing start-ups. There are no sales taxes or use
taxes on machinery or equipment, no property tax on new industrial machinery and equipment and no personal property (inventory) taxes. These favorable business climate features
will help Iowa support the burgeoning manufacturing renaissance in North America.

Current Infrastructure
The map on the below in Figure 3 illustrates tonnage and commodity flows along the U.S.
highways, rails and waterways. Iowa is a critical state for long haul traffic, much of which
passes through the state.

Figure 3

Commodity movements are a response to changing economic conditions and must be supported by infrastructure which is cost competitive. Competitive infrastructure includes adequate service and capacities for the modes that are or could provide the Region’s industries
with transportation. Transloads rely on trucking service to connect users to the rail network.
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It is important to understand how any transload location is connected to the local and state
highway network. Transloads often act as a buffer allowing users to truck product to a facility where rail equipment can be loaded to maximum weight or cubic capacity loading configurations. Since most bulk commodities such as cereal grains, gravel, animal feed, coal or
nonmetallic mineral products (Iowa’s top commodities by tonnage) are sold by the ton,
recognition of truck size and weight regulations, heavy haul and oversize dimensional load
corridors are important considerations for facility location. The maps following in Figure 4
illustrates Des Moines designated truck routes and posted bridges.

Figure 4

To understand the current rail transload infrastructure in the market, we evaluated the “As
Is” state of rail to truck and truck to rail transload facilities in the Des Moines market, which
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we expanded to include the entire state. Figure 5 above depicts the existing facilities
throughout the state
Map of Rail Transloads – State of Iowa

Figure 5

The characteristics of the rail transload facilities included in the map on the above are further described in Table 1 on the following page:
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Summary of Iowa Rail Transload Facilities
Table 1

City
Burlington, IA
Clinton, IA
Council Bluffs, IA
Davenport, IA
Des Moines, IA
Dubuque, IA
Manly, IA
Mason City, IA
Mount Pleasant, IA
Newton, IA
Ottumwa, IA
Ottumwa, IA
Waterloo, IA
Sioux City, IA

Rail Service
BNSF
Union Pacific (UP)
UP
Canadian Pacific (CP)
UP
Canadian National (CN)
Iowa Northern
UP/CP
BNSF
Iowa Interstate
CP
BNSF
Iowa Northern
BNSF/UP/CN

Distance
Car Spots Commodity
166 miles Southeast
N/A
N/A
198 miles East
80
Bulk
130 miles West
N/A
N/A
165 miles East
25
N/A
0
60
Bulk
200 miles East
N/A
Bulk
130 miles North
300
Bulk
120 miles North
N/A
Bulk
135 miles Southeast
N/A
N/A
40 miles East
30
Bulk
85 miles Southeast
N/A
N/A
85 miles East
23
Bulk
110 miles Northeast
15
Bulk
200 miles west
50
Food products

Currently, there is only one rail transload located in Des Moines. This facility has certain
limitations due to three key issues:
1) Limited trackage is available for customers and shippers,
2) UP owns and serves the facility (no rail competition),
3) Single bulk product, plastic pellets.
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These issues, the type of rail service available, the single Class 1 railroad (UP) which serves
the facility and accommodation for only a single commodity all represent considerable constraints to the Region’s shippers and create a cost disadvantage from a rail logistics perspective as further described below:
Type of Service to UP Transload: Due to the limited track space available, only block
sized trains (of 20 cars) or manifest service (fewer than 20 cars) is available. In other
words, no unit train service is available because unit size train (100 cars) cannot fit into
the facility. This prohibits the use of unit trains to reduce costs, in particular, for bulk
commodities.
Single Serving Railroad: In order to serve the region in the most economical way, rail
service provided by more than one Class 1 carrier is desirable as it can provide the
shippers with leverage to reduce their rates with the railroad by creating competition as
well as having direct service nationwide.
Multi Commodity: The facility is not a multi commodity transload. A general purpose
transload can offer service to multiple industries and multiple commodities.
Based on the rail transload facilities which are currently available, the rail transload service
infrastructure within Des Moines is limited and does not provided shippers with cost competitive rail transloading.

Rail Service Fundamentals.
The next step in our study evaluated the “as is” traffic flows by mode into and out of the
market. Consideration of the type of commodities that will use and be attracted to a multi
carrier served transload facility is critical to develop a design and operating plan. In parallel,
it is important to know the commodity volumes to design the correct layout with adequate
storage and switching capacity. Too little capability to handle a certain commodity might
cause delays in unloading railcars and service degradation for the shipper and the serving
Carrier. Long term service degradation and capacity constraints will reduce the attractiveness of the facility to potential shippers. This study, completed in early 2014, summarizes
current commodity distribution patterns and facilities in Des Moines and develops potential
options for the Partnership to consider to meet its objectives.
When a facility has only one railroad service and access, it is “closed” or “captive” and only
that railroad will provide rates and service. When you “open” access, this allows multiple
railroads the ability to offer service to a facility and generate a broader market reach and the
possibility of competitive rail pricing. Although railroads freely interchange traffic amongst
themselves nationwide, when multiple rail carriers are involved in the “line” movement of a
railcar, the overall rail shipping charges are historically higher and service levels are historically reduced due to extra handling of the railcar. This combination results in higher costs to
the shipper, both for the rail charges and additional inventory carrying costs while the rail car
is in transit. With a fixed fee to switch railcars into an “open” facility, railroads can offer
much quicker pricing and competitive service for their customers.
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Transloading Design Fundamentals
The New Transload Facility (NTF) is a greenfield site. We recommended that its design optimize the three operations of three different industries, rail, trucking, and warehousing and
considers the overall capital and operating costs of the facility. Discussions with the four
serving carriers in Des Moines on a reciprocal switch arrangement must be conducted to
determine interest in serving a multi carrier served facility and how the service will be performed, i.e., who will do the actual switching of the facility and where will railcars be interchanged and for what Fee. The Project Team’s extensive experience in developing and operating transload facilities in other parts of the country provides the background for developing a successful design. Ultimately, the design proposed to the Partnership will be guided
by the research contained in this report, identifying the commodities and their volumes most
likely to use the facility.
This report is to provide an overview of the market conditions. There are also additional
considerations in combination with the market analysis which drive the facility’s design.
Some of these additional items are:












Integrating the objectives of the DMPO,
Developing an understanding of criteria and tradeoffs in commodity handling and facility design,
Reviewing commodity shipping patterns for industries in DMPO region,
Identification of user support, seasonal shipping patterns and total expected volume
throughput.
Potential funding partnerships
Identifying the critical physical constraints and infrastructure (including surrounding
highway capacity, weight limited bridges and bridge condition, height and turning radius requirements and signaling for highway access) requirements of the facility,
Assessing the integration of the different rail layouts onto the site,
Developing agreement with the rail carriers serving the Region on allowing open access to the facility
Reaching agreements on service and pricing for switching
Reviewing Railroad switching criteria,
Reviewing support facility needs.

One of the key elements of a successful rail transload facility is that, where possible, it is not
captive to a single railroad. A well known study “Regulatory and Legislative Developments
and Opportunities Involving Shippers, Railroads, Surface Transportation Board, and Other
Federal Agencies,” completed by CURE and presented to the Southeast Association of Rail
Shippers in Savannah, GA in March 2011 shows that the cost of being captive on one railroad in many cases doubles the rail freight rate, creating significant competitive disadvantages to converting truck to rail-truck through a transload. The Project Team’s experience suggested that a multi served transload facility is the optimal option if the Des Moines
Rail Transload facility is to grow and prosper. This is shown in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Source: CURE
.
To the extent possible, the NRT should encourage rail competition into the facility among
the railroads in the region in order to ensure the broadest reach between potential markets
and to encourage competitive rail rates by the serving carriers.

Rail Market Evaluation
A variety of processes to determine potential rail movements that may use the NTF were
utilized to develop this report. Identifiable traffic volumes were quantified through use of
truck movement data obtained from the Department of Highways. Checks and balances on
various forecasts were included to provide a report that anticipates market conditions as
they exist at the time the report was developed.
The processes used to develop the market analysis in this report include:
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Visual Inspections
o Visually inspecting distribution facilities
o Review other available transload facilities in the region



Interviews and Surveys
o Interview distribution businesses for potential truck to rail diversion
 Farm implements
 Lumber yards
 Concrete consumption
 Steel products
o Interview manufacturers with serving railroads to determine local needs for
additional transportation
o Interview local transportation experts



Historical Freight Movement Analysis
o Utilize Freight Analysis Framework data to analyze market data on the potential market shift from truck to rail

Visual Inspections
The first phase of the review, often referred to as “just driving around,” provides a good
starting point for this study. Although the majority of data regarding what has been shipped
in the past and by what transportation mode can be found in various databases, this step
allows for a better understanding of the local economy and its industrial network. Computer
data cannot show the interconnectivity of industries, such as steel distribution centers supplying steel to local fabricators that use the raw steel to create sub-assemblies for use by
local manufacturing firms. The Des Moines region has largely a service economy. In order
to support the diversification of the economy, the DMPO is interested in addition of a new
transportation option for existing and future shippers. The City of Des Moines is also very
interested in adding a new transportation option for existing and future industrial companies.
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Interviews and Surveys
The Project Team performed a statistical analysis of truck shipments in the region. In addition, we interviewed a variety of experts in the region including members of the regional
Economic Development Corporation, members of Industrial Development firms, representatives from Consulting Engineer firms and members of the local Chamber(s) of Commerce.
Based on these interviews, we were pointed toward certain shippers. We interviewed these
shippers regarding the materials they shipped, their satisfaction with their existing rail service and, what changes, if any, they would request to the regional rail infrastructure, in particular, a rail to truck transload facility.
The DMPO provided the Project Team with a summary of the top 100 employers in the region. Using the list as a starting point, the Project Team performed telephone surveys with
the employers who are either existing or potential rail shippers. Of the several discussions
we had, only one employer, John Deere, showed significant interest in a facility (as described below). Two other employers, Titan and Bridgestone, indicated to us that they are
not a good candidate for rail transloading because their process is too labor intensive. Several calls and contacts are still open and the Project Team will continue to evaluate the market for interested candidates for the facility.
The result of these personal interviews was an excited interest in the ability to utilize a rail to
truck transload facility by John Deere, especially one that will be served by competing railroads. The results of our interviews are summarized in the table below.

Customer-Specific Research
Shipper

Status

Requires New
Rail?

Bridgestone/Firestone Outbound tires/Inbound
Feedstock

Pleased with
existing service

No

John Deere/Des
Moines Works

Finished goods for domestics and export via
Galveston/Baltimore

Interested in
BNSF Service
or IAIS/NS

Strong Possibility

Inbound

None Noted

N/A

N/A
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Historical Freight Movement Analysis
The Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) integrates actual freight movement data from a variety of sources to create a comprehensive picture of freight movement among states and
major metropolitan areas by all modes of transportation. This data is compiled from waybill
samples from the trucking, rail and maritime industries and is publicly collected by various
Federal Agencies. See appendix for further details.
This data contains information from the latest year available at the time of this report, the
Commodity Flow Survey. Additional analysis has been performed on this data to produce
the FAF version 3 (FAF3), providing estimates for freight movements by tonnage and value,
by commodity type, mode, origin, and destination for 2007 with forecasts through 2040. Also included are truck flows assigned to the highway network for 2007 and 2040. Because
significant changes in method affect comparability of statistics, FAF3 and FAF2 estimates
may not be used together. The data utilized for trucking was from the State of Iowa so the
level of granularity is difficult statistically. As such, the best analytical data is research by
market as well as having a team that has extensive experience in the Iowa freight network.
Dr. John Hoegemeier, a well-respected authority on rail transportation movement analysis,
developed a matrix of truck traffic that meets all the acceptable parameters for truck to rail
diversion. Some of the criteria utilized were; length of freight movement (the longer the better for rail), density of product (the heavier the better for rail), known capability to move
commodity by rail and trucks (historically successful examples of transloading the commodity in other parts of the country), and the quantities consumed by one customer or by multiple
customers in the region. Currently, the outbound data in the region is a statistically minimum volume which could contribute up to 250 additional cars per year. The inbound data is
more robust than the outbound data since Iowa is a consumption area, especially for chemicals, minerals, and fertilizers. These are ideal commodities for a truck to rail conversion.
Volumes at the minimum diversion rate approach 650 rail cars per year with a three year
expectation of 2,000 rail cars per year. Combining the inbound and outbound conversions,
starting with a minimum of a 5% diversion rate in Year 1, 10% in Year 2, and 15% in Year 3,
we estimate the following rail cars volume for inbound, outbound and total in Years 1 – 3 as
shown below in Table 2.

Table 2

Annual Rail Cars Inbound
Outbound
Total
Year 1
686
131
817
Year 2
1,372
262
1,634
Year 3
2,058
393
2,451

In addition, there have been significant inquiries into the movement of containers direct to
Des Moines instead of being trucked from Chicago, Kansas City or Omaha. The US Freight
Railroad Intermodal/Container network is a series of large terminals on the West coast op-
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erating trains from Los Angeles, Oakland and Tacoma to distribution centers in Omaha,
Kansas City, Dallas/Fort Worth, Chicagoland and Minneapolis/St Paul. These trains are up
to 10,000 feet in length. At destination distribution centers, the containers are normally
trucked out up to a 250250 mile radius*(per Vann Cunningham BNSF). However this catchment areas can vary based on size and weight of container, chassie ownership and
availablity and new hours of service laws. The greatest rail efficiencies are the ability to run
point to point without stopping en route at small terminals. Also, the containers are loaded
to a destination market on five-pack cars that have 10 containers per car. This efficient design allows for the best utilization of equipment, assuming all containers are loaded to conforming interstate weight levels. When ag backhauls are loaded to 57,000 lbs per container
this weight can cause rail carriers to match up empties with overweight loads in each well of
the stack train car. .
Even if there were equipment and capacity at a Transload Terminal in Des Moines for containers, it would be very inefficient and, therefore, expensive, to try and stop one of the large
trains to set out one car for local delivery. This is due to the fact Des Moines is not on either
the UP or BNSF mainlines from the west coast to the Midwest. An “out of route” movement
would have to be made to stop in Des Moines. Another option is to move a container from a
terminal such as Chicago or Kansas City via local train service to an area like Des Moines
instead of trucking it. This would take several days to move and be much more costly than
the existing truck drayage rates. The railroad’s intermodal model is designed to move a
large train to a destination distribution terminal and have containers trucked to local destinations. This is the most efficient mode as well as the lowest cost. In this analysis, containers
being unloaded in the proposed facility are not being considered as it is not in either the Union Pacific or the BNSF Railways operating plan.
The map on the following page (Figure 7) represents a forecast of 2035 projected rail volumes and the current rail capacity. By 2035, the forecast for available Class 1 rail capacity
in Iowa will be extremely constrained in all but the southeastern portions of the state. This
means that any switching activities or train movements which would slow, delay or stop
through train movements would have a very negative impact on the railroad operations. During these constrained conditions most rail carriers will require unit train assembly and
movement to access the rail market.
Short lines can help Class 1 carriers increase efficiency by gathering freight and aggregating
individual carload shipments into more efficient blocks of traffic, which reduces Class 1 carriers time switching individual freight industries.
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Figure 7

The rail network has relied on the lessons learned from the airline industry, a few large central hubs that then have feeder airlines serving the smaller markets. In the case of rail intermodal, the railroads serve the large intermodal hubs and trucks serve the smaller markets. Each industry is then utilized to its maximum efficiency. Direct intermodal service to
Des Moines would more expensive than the current intermodal/drayage combination due to
the reduced volumes and higher rail service costs. While not the answer desired, the free
market has developed the most cost effective solution for moving containers into Des
Moines.
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In order to gain an understanding of the types of product which have moved via rail into the
Des Moines region, the Project Team reviewed historical rail moves by car type to gain an
understanding of the rail equipment that rail movements have utilized. The results of this
review are summarized in the table below:

Rail Shipments by Equipment Type
Des Moines Metropolitan Area
Box Car
13%
Bulk
66%
Flat Car
21%

Rail movements have largely been bulk commodities, such as cement and fertilizer and excludes many of the smaller, high value consumer goods. This is consistent with what we
would expect for Des Moines service based economy.

Facility Design Parameters
One of the key success factors in developing the DMPO NTF is to ensure that it has sufficient capacity for shippers for the commodities and product that they would like to ship. tItIt
must have strong rail competition which will reduce rail rates and, to the extent possible,
keep shipper rail costs competitive. When a facility is built and has access to only one railroad access, it is “closed” or “captive” and only that railroad serves the facility. When you
“open” access, the serving railroad agrees to switch cars into and out of the facility for other
railroads for a specific fee. This allows one railroad to ship it on its own rail lines to the interchange yard of the serving railroad. With a fixed fee to switch into the facility, railroads
can offer much quicker pricing and service for their customers.
The proposed NTF is on property owned by the City of Des Moines. The property is approximately 28 acres and can be served by four railroads, UP, BNSF, NS, and the Iowa Interstate railroad. The existing UP facility is primarily a bulk plastic pellet terminal that is not a
direct competitor with the new proposed terminal. In addition, the new proposed transload is
in an area the city has designated as future industrial development. The new transload will
be operated by an independent transload operator with service by railroads to be determined. The site could be direct served by all railroads or by one that agrees to provide
equal access to the other railroads. The Iowa Interstate is very interested in being the primary serving railroad.
Transloading is a combination of marrying three disparate industries and their operational
characteristics: trucking, warehousing(or storage) and rail. Each of these operations requires specific types of facilities and material handling equipment to be highly productive.
Different commodities have varied material handling techniques, storage requirements, and
truck loading requirements. In addition, some commodities do not mix well in one facility
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due to potential contamination and damage issues. In today’s transportation environment
the ability to load large trains quickly will translate into cost savings for the shipper. The ability to warehouse, store or stage product to quickly and efficiently load and “turn trains” is essential to economic competitiveness.
NTF is a greenfield site and should be designed around the optimization of the three operations and in consideration of the overall cost of the facility. The Project Team’s extensive
experience in developing and operating transload facilities in other parts of the country, has
provided the background for developing this design. Ultimately, the design which will be
proposed to the DMPO will, among other things, be guided by the research contained in this
report including identifying the commodities and their volumes most likely to use the facility.
An initial, high level facility design shown on the following page as Figure 8, is based on the
results of the market analysis. The facility is designed to accommodate the commodities
that are identified as potential rail moves in Table 1. The facility will measure approximately
1500’ by 600’ in size. It will include infrastructure including side ramps and an end ramp for
both box car and flat car loading. Any required bulk commodity loading may be performed
on an open track alongside the railcar.
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Figure 8

Pre Market Analysis Conceptual Design for Des Moines, for exhibit purposes
only
The proposed facility design will be revised in the next phase of the project. Potential neighborhood impacts and suggested mitigation options will also be discussed.

Conclusion and Next Steps
The Project Team has completed a logistical and freight movement analysis of the DMPO’s
region. In the study, the volume and the value of potential rail freight has been determined,
freight flows by mode into and out of the region were studied, and existing rail transloading
facilities were surveyed in order to evaluate actions which could increase rail-served freight
options for the existing manufacturing base as well as new industries. Based on our analysis, we believe there is a potential market for expanded rail transloading options in the region. This “new” rail market includes truck to rail diversions, including significant rail-served
business with John Deere. In order to develop a cost competitive “long term” solution, we
conclude that the Des Moines region should move ahead with defining the type of facility
that best suits the potential traffic mix in the development of a cost-competitive transloading
facility (NTF).
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Appendices

Freight Analysis Framework Data
The table below illustrates that rail has approximately 14% of the 2010 total freight tonnage
and anticipated an 11.2% growth in tonnage by 2040. Truck is still the dominant mode in
Iowa and handles about five times the tonnage which is moved by rail. Iowa’s top five outbound domestic trading partners are Minnesota, Illinois, Louisiana, Texas and Nebraska.
The top five states which send tonnage to Iowa include Wyoming, Illinois, Minnesota, Nebraska and Wisconsin.
The current highway network will not be able to handle the truck growth over the next thirty
years given present levels of investment. Establishment of more rail access points will help
rail transportation increase market share over the next thirty year period.

Table 3
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Executive Summary
This feasibility study is for the design, construction, and ongoing operations of a rail
transload terminal, “Railport,” in Des Moines, Iowa. In January, 2014, the DMPO completed
a logistical and freight movement analysis of the DMPO’s region (the “Rail Market Study”)
which concluded that the current and expected rail market in Des Moines was sufficient to
warrant the examination of the Railport.1 The purpose of this study is to provide an investigation of the facility conceptual design to fit into City of Des Moines property based on several factors. These factors include: a desktop evaluation of the physical constraints, a review
of how the site and terminal could be served by and among the serving carriers including the
Union Pacific (UP), BNSF Railway, (BNSF), Norfolk Southern (NS) and the Iowa Interstate
Railroad (IAIS), the estimated costs and benefits of the proposed project, a summary of the
parties who may interested and available to operate Railport, and how Railport could serve
to expand the transportation infrastructure of the region and support economic growth. The
location of Railport has unique access to four Class 1 railroads, which, once developed, distinguishes the site by providing the market with cost-effective, direct rail access to most of
the U.S. rail network, Mexico, and Canada. As a point of reference, only approximately 25%
of US shippers have direct access to more than one Class 1 railroad. The benefit of having
access to more than one Class 1 railroad creates competition which can afford shippers with
this access to far lower rail rates than their competitors who may not have this access.
Site development, when pursued with a mindset of supporting existing needs and future
growth, is about identifying the market and controlling risk and minimizing costs while developing solutions for the specific site conditions and economic requirements, current and foreseen. Once all considerations are made, we are able to solidify the business case for the
related project. This report provides information that the DMPO may use to help validate the
Railport project’s next steps, including investment requirements.

1

See Appendix 2 for the Rail Market Study
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The Project Team has completed the feasibility study for the Des Moines Railport based on
a preliminary design, related estimated capital costs, operating structure, and other factors.
We have concluded that the DMPO can design and build Railport which is served by multiple railroads and has broad global reach which will greatly improve Des Moines rail infrastructure. In addition, Railport will have little to no initial capital outlay for the local authorities, will be attractive to potential operators who may invest in the facility or lease it, and can
generate revenue for the DMPO. Based on the study herein, the DMPO should continue the
loan application process with the State of Iowa and develop a Request for Proposal to
gauge interest and financial participation in Railport by potential operators.
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Findings and Background
The project team has developed this study to a level necessary to provide some clarity
around the proposed Railport at the Des Moines site. The report is structured to provide a
summary of our findings, followed by sections that contain a Project Overview, Assumptions,
Market Analysis, Construction Analysis, Operational Analysis, ProForma Financials and
Conclusions and Recommendations. This report relies on interactive and iterative discussions with the DMPO, members of the project team, discussions with existing and potential
rail customers, and discussions with the serving rail carriers.

Project Overview
The objectives of the Des Moines Metropolitan Planning Organization, or “the DMPO” are to
evaluate and support the development of cost-competitive logistics infrastructure projects in
the community in order to meet the following four goals:
1. Improve the overall freight capacity and options in the metropolitan area,
2. Develop rail centric transportation options for existing businesses,
3. Expand existing transportation options to attract new industries to the region and support economic development, and,
4. Focus the southeast area of Des Moines to support Industrial Development,
in particular its manufacturing base.
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In addition, the team has performed a review of the next steps and actions necessary to
move the project forward should the DMPO and the City of Des Moines decide to proceed.
The proposed site conceptual plan has been developed to maximize the land location, railroad access and proximity to the Southeast Connector. The development and operation of
Railport can be pursued in a variety of methods. These methods will be explored further in
this Report. At this time, we are not estimating costs for site improvements such as paving,
warehousing, security, etc. These are considered improvements that a private operator
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Based on the results of the DMPO’s region’s Rail Market Study completed in the first quarter of 2014, the Project Team was tasked to perform a feasibility study to validate the design and construction of Railport in Des Moines. The purpose of the feasibility study is to
evaluate the economic costs and benefits of the proposed Railport based on a design concept and other key assumptions and requirements. These key assumptions include: 1)
community requirements, including traffic patterns, 2) input from the serving rail carriers, 3)
physical constraints of the proposed, city-owned, property, and 4) expected shipment volume and commodity type. In addition, the Project Team has estimated the capital required
to construct Railport. This estimate has been compared to the projected related economic
and other benefits of the related new freight traffic. The conversion of truck to rail traffic in
reduced traffic volumes and carbon footprint are beyond the scope of this report, but are
also potential and likely benefits that should be considered. There are possible ancillary
benefits to the location such as removing the railroad from some existing roads and the
new southeast connector and reducing traffic congestion. These benefits will require further work and coordination.
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(our recommendation) will perform to the site to accommodate their business demands
and growth.
The Rough Order of Magnitude Cost (ROM) that follows has utilized our team’s knowledge
of construction costs in the region, as well as governmental published costs, where available. The estimated costs for Railport includes track, engineering, and contingency as well
as a high level estimate of the fair market value of the land which includes 30 acres of
City-owned property. The estimated value of the land is shown for informational purposes
only as this is expected to be a non-cash outlay. This estimate is high level, and, therefore,
subject to changes in the plan and other developments. The track cost estimate includes
20% in engineering costs and contingency

Rough Order of Magnitude of Cost

Acres/

Estimate

Track Feet

(in MM$)

30

$1.31

Lead Track

4,500

1.35

Transload Track

6,700

2.01

25%

0.84

11,200

$4.20

Land

Contingency
Total

There may need to be an environmental analysis performed for the site. Our team was not
tasked with determining the level or scope of this assessment, so no costs or risks were
identified for this potentiality. Since this is a former industrial and rail infrastructure site, the
potential exists to perform a rapid environmental screening report (ESR). If an ESR cannot
be used for the site, the more time consuming and costly approach is to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS). In either case, these costs and time have not been factored into our ROM or schedule.
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The first phase of this overall study started with a Market Analysis which was completed in
the first quarter of 2014. It should be noted that the DMPO had also completed a study
“Goods Movement in Central Iowa and in the Des Moines Metro Area 2006 Update Report”

4

Market Overview
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as a step leading into this study. The Market Analysis included a physical survey of the
shippers and commodities in the DMPO region, a survey of the existing rail transloads and
their characteristics, and an assessment of Class 1 and Regional Railroad service, location
and size. The Project Team also developed the following Goal, Strategy and Tactic for the
Partnership to focus market assessment efforts:
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Goal: Ensure economic growth for the City and Region through enhanced
transportation infrastructure, if necessary,
Strategy: Develop an efficient multi-modal set of transportation options for Industries in the City and Region,
Tactic: Evaluate the feasibility and construction of a Transload Facility that
supports the increased use of rail by providing competitive rail access to non-rail served Industries.
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The first step in the project was to assess the existing and future market for rail logistics requirements in the region. Next, we determined whether the needs of existing and future railserved businesses could be met with the existing infrastructure and, finally, we determined
that the existing infrastructure does not meet existing or and future demands. This study, the
“Rail Market Study” was completed in January, 2014 and is included in Appendix 2. This
feasibility study completes the tactical step to develop recommendations for the facility design, estimate related costs and benefits of the facility and, finally, performs an economic
evaluation to determine the overall cost/benefit to the DMPO and its stakeholders.

Demographics
Iowa is largely rural; the state population is 3.07 million. Des Moines, the state capital and
the largest city, has a population of 203,433, while the Metropolitan Statistical Area of Des
Moines – Suburbs (the Region) has a population of 590,000 or approximately 19% of the
state’s total population. Per capita income of $43,735 is approximately 107% of the national
average and the Region’s Gross Domestic product is $42.1 billion. While manufacturing represents 21% of the GDP of the State, it comprises only 5% of the Region’s economy.
Des Moines’ GDP is largely driven by the services sector (82%) with financial services in
particular, including insurance, banking, and finance, driving the economy at 45%. Since the
Des Moines economy is services driven, Des Moines is primarily a consumption point; the
only significant existing manufacturing facilities are agricultural tires produced by Bridgestone/Firestone and farm implements manufactured by John Deere. Des Moines is a substantial consumption market which, in addition to consumer products, requires the basic
commodities of any growing metropolitan area including Cement, Lumber, and Construction
Materials. In addition, Feedstock and Agricultural supplies are required to support the regional farm economy.

Location
As shown in Figure 1 on the following page, Des Moines is at the crossroads of I-35, a primary NAFTA Corridor, and I-80 a northern tier Interstate which connects New York to San
Francisco. This crossroad location is attractive for transportation companies and is a desirable terminal location. However, Des Moines is too close to challenge large national distribution centers in Kansas City, Minneapolis, Omaha and Chicago.
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Des Moines is prominently located within the Congressional High Priority Corridors and will
benefit from future freight corridor investments as illustrated below in Figures 1 and 2.

6

The Union Pacific and BNSF transcontinental mainlines run 30 miles north or south of the
Des Moines area, creating a “remoteness” from the national rail network. The UP has a
north-south mainline that runs through Des Moines, going to Minneapolis and Kansas City.
BNSF must access the Des Moines via a running rights agreement with the NS. This is the
end of the NS system.

June 28, 2014

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Business Environment
Iowa is home to a workforce that is highly educated and productive. Iowa is a Right–to–
Work state which is attractive to many employers. Research and development tax credits
are available along with tax increment financing. Iowa has a favorable tax structure which is
especially attractive to manufacturing start-ups. There are no sales taxes or use taxes on
machinery or equipment, no property tax on new industrial machinery and equipment, and
no personal property (inventory) taxes. This favorable business climate will help Iowa support the burgeoning manufacturing renaissance in North America.

Transloading Overview
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Railport is a brownfield site and is designed around the optimization of the rail service options, flexibility to accommodate the various transloading operations while working to be efficient with the capital construction costs facility. The Project Team’s extensive experience in
developing and operating transload facilities in other parts of the country has provided the
background for developing this design. The facility concept was developed to accommodate
the commodities that are identified as potential rail moves in Table 1. The facility will measure approximately 1500’ by 600’. It has the potential to accommodate lay down areas for
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Transloading is a combination of marrying three disparate industries and their operational
characteristics: trucking, warehousing (or storage) and rail. Each of these operations requires specific types of facilities and material handling equipment to be highly productive.
Different commodities have varied material handling techniques, storage requirements, and
truck loading requirements. In addition, some commodities do not mix well in one facility due
to potential contamination and damage issues. In today’s transportation environment the
ability to load large trains quickly will translate into cost savings for the shipper. The ability to
warehouse, store or stage product too quickly and efficiently load and “turn trains” is essential to economic competitiveness.
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long products such as steel I-beams and lumber bundles, room for a warehouse and rail
docks, end ramps for equipment loading and unloading, and odd shaped areas for locating
bulk product silos. With the addition of Railport, Des Moines and the Region will have much
greater access to rail competition as well an enhanced national and global market reach.

Existing Rail Transloads.
Currently, there is only one rail transload located in Des Moines. This facility has certain limitations due to three key issues: 1) Limited Trackage, 2) UP Only Service, and 3) Limited
Product Handling Capability. We have further described these current site limitations along
with potential mitigating actions which may be taken to lift them in the table below:

1

2

Current Site
Limitations
Limited
Trackage

UP Only
Service

3 Limited
Product
Handling

Description

Mitigating Actions

The current site’s lack of
physical space, including
rail to accommodate efficient shipments sized (e.g.
unit trains or block trains)

Procure additional
space and build additional track

Lack of competition at the
current site drives up rail
rates.

Create competition by
developing access to
multiple Class 1 railroads

The current location is only
capable of handling one
product, plastic pellets.
The prospective rail traffic
identified in the Rail Market
Study includes other commodities

Develop the capability
to handle products identified by the Rail Market
Study.
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For the existing transload, rail service is limited to a single Class 1 railroad (UP) which accommodates a single commodity. This limited service represents considerable constraints to
the Region’s shippers and create a cost disadvantage from a rail logistics perspective as
further described below:

June 28, 2014
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Type of Service to UP Transload: Due to the limited track space available, only block sized trains (of 20 cars) or manifest service (fewer than
20 cars) is available. In other words, no unit train service is available
because unit size trains (100 cars) cannot fit into the facility. This prohibits the use of unit trains to reduce costs, in particular, for bulk commodities.
Single Serving Railroad: In order to serve the region in the most economical way, rail service provided by more than one Class 1 carrier is
desirable as it can provide the shippers with leverage to reduce their
rates with the railroad by creating competition as well as having direct
service nationwide.
Multi Commodity: The facility is not a multi commodity transload. A
general purpose transload can offer service to multiple industries and
multiple commodities.

Transload Demand

Page
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Based on the rail transload facility which is currently available, the rail transload service infrastructure within Des Moines is limited and does not provide shippers with cost competitive
rail transloadi
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ng due to three key issues: 1) Limited Trackage, 2) UP Only Service, and 3) Limited Product
Handling Capability. The two key success factors in developing Railport are capacity and
competition. First, it is critical to Railport to ensure that it has sufficient capacity for shippers
for the commodities and products that they would like to ship. Second, Railport must have
strong rail competition which will introduce competitive rail rates and, to the extent possible,
result in lower rail shipper costs. When a facility has access to only one railroad access, it is
considered “closed” or “captive” and only that railroad serves the facility. When you “open”
access, the serving railroad agrees to switch cars into and out of the facility for other railroads for a specific fee. A “dual” served facility is one where two or more railroads all provide
service to the facility. It has been documented that a closed facility endures rail rates that
are up to 100% higher than facilities that are “open” or have “dual” access. The proposed
location of Railport is such that it potentially is both “open” and will be “dual” served. Shippers interviewed in the market study exhibited an interest a facility which would expand their
access other Class 1 railroads (in particular, the BNSF and the IAIS/NS). In addition, shippers would require expanded material handling capabilities in addition to the existing plastic
pellet capabilities of the current facility. This confirms that there is current interest for the
Railport as proposed (see Rail Market Study in Appendix 2).

Construction Analysis
The proposed Railport is on property owned by the City of Des Moines. The property is approximately 30 acres and can be served by two railroads, BNSF and NS. In addition, the Iowa Interstate railroad and the Union Pacific railroad will be able to access the site through a
reciprocal switch via NS. Figure 3 below shows the NS/BNSF Option for the Railport.
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There may need to be an environmental analysis performed for the site. Our team was not
tasked with determining the level or scope of this assessment, so no costs or risks were
identified for this potentiality. This is a former industrial and rail infrastructure site, so the po-
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Figure 3 NS/BNSF Option for Railport
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tential exists to perform a rapid environmental screening report (ESR). The more time consuming and costly approach is to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS). In either
case, these costs and time have not been factored into our ROM or schedule.
The site of the facility is a level area that will require the normal site development criteria;
detention ponds, setbacks, traffic studies, geotechnical evaluation, etc. The Project Team
has not identified any major issues with the site at this time. These items will be required in
preparation for any construction on the site. Due to the nature of the commodities identified
in the Rail Market Study, and the timing of the diversion of those commodities from truck to
rail transload, the Project Team is not recommending that site improvements, other than rail
and entrances from existing public roads, be built at this time. This should be left to the third
party transload operator that should be chosen through a competitive selection process.

Operational Analysis
The Railport facility will have the capabilities to provide enhanced service to the market
through access to multiple railroads, sufficient trackage to accommodate unit and block train
service, and material handling equipment to move multiple commodities. Currently, the majority of the traffic identified to move through Railport will be non-bulk traffic diverted from
trucks. It is the Project Team’s assumption that Railport will not be a direct competitor to the
existing UP transload which is located farther north in Des Moines and is a bulk plastic pellet
terminal. In addition, the new proposed transload is in an area the City has designated as
future industrial development. Railport, as proposed in this Report, will be operated by an
independent transload operator with service by railroads to be determined as the project is
further developed.
The Project Team studied several options for the Railport location, operating plan and design. We have discussed the proposed options with representatives of the DMPO, and City
of Des Moines elected officials and staff. In addition, we held discussions with local members of industry, and representatives from several railroads who serve the area including the
BNSF Railway (BNSF), the Union Pacific (UP), the Norfolk Southern (NS), and the Iowa Interstate Railroad (IAIS). Railport is envisioned to be a multi-carrier served, central facility
handling multiple commodities, and will be designed to expand as new business develops.
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Railport is proposed for property shown below. Figure 4 is a site overview map and legend
to locate the site within the greater Des Moines Region.
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Figure 4 – Location of Proposed Railport within the greater Des Moines Region
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Based on our discussions and analysis, the Project Team recommends the following conceptual Railport layout as a beginning point. The concept below is the “NS/BNSF Option
and is shown in Figure 3 (which is repeated from page 10).

Figure 3 NS/BNSF Option for Railport (repeated from page 10)

Railport, as proposed, will receive direct service by NS and BNSF and will be able to access
the IAIS and the UP via a reciprocal switch with the construction of a connection to the IAIS
(further discussion and agreement between the railroads is required, but the dialogue has
been opened). This will create rail competition which, as previously discussed, is highly desirable. Rail competition, where available, provides the following benefits:
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Of all the rail served locations in the US, only 22% have service provided by more than one
Class 1 railroad. This rail service to the proposed site is unique since it has access to multiple railroads. Improving Des Moines infrastructure to include a facility which provides access
to multiple Class 1 railroads makes the region more attractive to existing and potential new
industries who are seeking new locations.
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1. Improves inbound and outbound reach for products for existing and future industries,
2. Increases competition, making region more attractive to shippers,
3. Lowers intercity truck traffic for products that are shipped via truck today, and
4. Reduces overall transportation carbon emissions
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This site provides a logistics infrastructure option which can benefit a shipper’s total delivered product costs. It is important to note that both inbound and outbound logistics costs are
reduced by developing a Railport with competitive rail service and broad national and global
reach. The increase in rail competition may provide other benefits as well including:
1. Making rail shipping more accessible, and, possibly, more attractive
than trucking, as the origins and destinations options are greatly expanded.
2. Diverting truck traffic to rail may:
a. Lower truck related emissions,
b. Reduce wear and tear and related maintenance on the road and
highway system,
c. Reduce road congestion.
Railport’s initial rail service will be provided by the NS and BNSF. In Des Moines, NS is the
Agent for the BNSF and provides all customer switching in Des Moines and, as a result, any
reference to NS in this report with respect to service by default also includes the BNSF.
The NS will serve Railport directly up to five days per week as railcar volume requires. Cars
will be delivered to the Railport based on an operating plan that is developed between NS
and the future Railport Operator. The Operator will actually move cars around within
Railport as required to sustain their operation. The UP and IAIS will also have access to the
Terminal via a reciprocal switch agreement that is in place. As discussed, this could be enhanced later with the inclusion of a connection directly with the IAIS. Reciprocal switching is
common in many terminals where a set fee is established to allow other railroads to gain
competitive access to a facility. NS has indicated it will require track for its own use in the
facility. There is a possibility that the existing at grade crossing of the SE connector can be
eliminated, or at least not activated. Discussions with all four railroads have indicated a desire to move forward with this option, but continued work and dialogue is required.
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The combination of the NS and BNSF network will provide access to the majority of the
United States and East and West coast ports as well as the Gulf of Mexico. But, as indicated, even with this access, the locations where the facility may receive cars could be closed
on either NS or BNSF. The inclusion of the reciprocal switch with IAIS provides competitive
options for reaching the eastern US through a connection with the CSX Railroad in Chicago
and the western US via interchange to the UP in Des Moines. Railport is, therefore, very well
positioned with access to all four major Class 1 freight networks in the United States. This
unique access will allow Railport to offer competitive service to existing Des Moines area
shippers, as well as shippers within a 100 +/- radius of Des Moines. Maps of each railroad
have been provided in Maps 1 - 4 as follows:
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Map 2 - BNSF Rail Network
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Map 1 - Norfolk Southern Rail Network
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Map 3 - UP Rail Network

Map 4 - Iowa Interstate Rail Network

Dr. John Hoegemeier, a well-respected authority on rail transportation movement analysis
(See Appendix 3), developed a matrix of truck traffic that meets all the acceptable parame-
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Facility Usage Projections
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ters for truck to rail diversion. Some of the criteria utilized were; length of freight movement
(the longer the better for rail), density of product (the heavier the better for rail), known capability to move commodity by rail and trucks (historically successful examples of
transloading the commodity in other parts of the country), and the quantities consumed by
one customer or by multiple customers in the region.
We based our estimates of Railport facility usage on our earlier Market Study completed in
early 2014 (See Appendix 2). The Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) we reviewed integrates actual freight movement data from a variety of sources to create a comprehensive
picture of freight movement among states and major metropolitan areas by all modes of
transportation. This data is compiled from waybill samples from the trucking, rail, and maritime industries and is publicly collected by various Federal Agencies.
This data contains information from the latest year available at the time of the Commodity
Flow Survey. Additional analysis has been performed on this data to produce the FAF version 3 (FAF3), providing estimates for freight movements by tonnage and value, by commodity type, mode, origin, and destination for 2011 with forecasts through 2040. Also included
are truck flows assigned to the highway network for 2011 and 2040. Because significant
changes in method affect comparability of statistics, FAF and FAF3 estimates may not be
used together. The data utilized for trucking was from the State of Iowa. The best analytical
data is research by market as well as having a team that has extensive experience in the
Iowa freight network.
Table 1 provides a summary of the anticipated inbound diversion of long haul truck to rail
that would utilize the new Railport based on the above criteria.
Table 1 - Anticipated Truck to Rail Diversion Shipments from Truck to Rail
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The inbound data is more robust than the outbound data since Iowa is a consumption area,
especially for chemicals, minerals, and fertilizers. These are ideal commodities for a truck to
rail conversion. Inbound volumes at the diversion rate approach 650 rail cars per year with a
three year expectation of 2,000 rail cars per year. Currently, the outbound data in the region
is a statistical volume which could contribute up to 250 additional cars per year. Combining
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Year of
Annual
Daily
Annual
Daily
Total
Total
Operation Inbound Inbound Outbound Outbound Trucks/Day Trucks/Year
1
3,087
12
590
3
3,677
15
2
6,174
24
1,179
5
7,353
29
3
9,261
36
1,769
7
11,030
42
Total
18,522
3,538
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the inbound and outbound truck to rail conversions, starting with a minimum of a 5% diversion rate in Year 1, 10% in Year 2, and 15% in Year 3, we estimate the following rail cars
volume for inbound, outbound and total in Years 1 – 3 as shown below in Table 2.
Table 2 – Estimated Annual Rail Carloads

Year of
Operation
1
2
3
Total

Annual
Inbound
686
1,372
2,058
4,116

Annual
Outbound
131
262
393
786

Total
817
1,634
2,451
4,902

Capital Cost Evaluation
During the Conceptual Site Design process, the Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) costs
have been developed and are shown below.This conceptual design (see Figure 4) results in
a Railport which mitigates the 3 key issues which limit rail at the existing rail transloading
facility. First, the Railport will increase access to Class 1 railroads from one connection (the
UP) to three (the UP, the BNSF, and the NS through a regional carrier, the IAIS). Second,
the trackage of Railport will accommodate additional business, including unit and block train
service unlike the existing transload facility which has limited track space. In addition,
Railport will. Railport will also be scalable to add additional trackage as is warranted by new
business. Third, Railport will be capable of handling products in addition to the existing
transload’s abilitiy (plastic pellets only) and will be scalable to add other material handling
requirements as business warrants. In summary, Railport, with access to four railroads including three Class 1s, as well as trackage and material handling capabilities to support unit
train service and multiple commodities, will be a facility with unique rail access and capabilities unlike most others in the country.
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Our team has a good understanding of the local Des Moines geotechnical conditions and
regulatory requirements. Our team has recently evaluated projects in the area and has local
construction cost data to draw upon. This ROM has utilized our team’s knowledge of construction costs in the region, as well as used governmental published costs where available.
This estimate is high level, with many processes and decisions to be made. Continual review of the ROM costs and contingencies is required during the further development of the
project and will begin to remove uncertainties.
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Rough Order of Magnitude of Costs

Acres/

Estimate

Track Feet

(in MM$)

30

$1.31

Lead Track

4,500

1.35

Transload Track

6,700

2.01

25%

0.84

11,200

$4.20

Land

Contingency
Total

Land costs, while included in the table above, are not included in the total costs since the
City of Des Moines intends to either contribute the land to the project, lease it to the Railport
Operator, or to sell it outright. As such, this expenditure is not included from a capital requirement from the DMPO’s or City’s perspective. In addition, this budget does not include
the purchase, construction, or capital lease costs of operating equipment, including
transloading equipment which may be required to operate the facility.

Costs and Benefits to DMPO and City of Des Moines
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The team has evaluated various opportunities for cost sharing and revenue generation from
the Railport to the DMPO and City of Des Moines (“the City”). The City owns between 30
and 40 acres of land which may be used for the project which are not on the tax rolls to the
project. The value of the land is estimated above at $1.31 million. The costs to develop the
rail infrastructure is estimated a $4.20 million. There are several approaches which the City
can use in structuring an agreement with the Railport Operator. One important consideration
is whether the local and regional government sees a benefit to the DMPO or the City to keep
ownership of the Railport land to ensure that, long term, Railport Operators have interests
which align with those of the regional business community and government. Rail infrastructure is relatively permanent and, should the Railport Operator, not perform the DMPO or City
should have power to replace the Operator. With this in mind, there are several contractual
structures which may be explored as shown in Table 4 below.
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Table 4 – Options for Investing in Railport

Railport Ownership and Operator Structures

Option

Land
Ownership

Operator

Rail
Infrastructure

Revenue
share of
$25/car

Cash
Cost

Annual Cash
Benefit
Including
Property Taxes

Sell to
Operator
for $1/sq. ft.

3rd Party

Develop and
Lease

Yes

3.35

$0.125+proceeds
of land sale

2

Lease to
Operator for
$0.10/sq.ft

3rd Party

Develop and
Lease

Yes

3.35

$0.25

3

Sell to
Operator for
$1/sq. ft.

3rd Party

Operator
Develops

Yes

0

$0.075+proceeds
of land sale

4

Lease to
Operator

3rd Party

Operator
Develops

Yes

0

$0.25
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In millions $
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Cost/Benefit Analysis to DMPO/City of Des Moines by Option
The required net investment and annual revenue for each of Options 1 - 4 described above
for investing in Railport is summarized below. Depending on the objective of the DMPO and
the City, all four options generate ongoing cash flows under the structures described above.
Given the excellent potential for the facility, we anticipate that each Option would be attractive to a potential Railport Operator.

Option
1

2

3

Proceeds from Land Sale
Investment in Rail Infrastructure
Net Investment

$ 1,310,000 $
‐
$ 1,310,000 $
(3,360,000)
(3,336,000)
‐
$ (2,050,000) $ (3,336,000) $ 1,310,000 $

Land Lease
Revenue share
Property Tax
Total Annual Revenue

$
$
$

‐
$
50,000
79,000 $
129,000 $

131,000 $
50,000
79,000 $
260,000 $

‐
$
50,000
79,000 $
129,000 $

4
‐
‐
‐
131,000
50,000
79,000
260,000

Potential for Loan Funding
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We also recommend that the DMPO and the City continue their efforts to secure funding
through the Iowa Rail Loan & Program. The terms of a loan related to the rail infrastructure
are attractive at a 10 year straight line amortization term and 0% interest. If the DMPO and
the City make progress in this area, they may be able to use the revenue projections developed above to provide security for the debt service of the awarded operator. The DMPO and
the City could lease the developed property to the Railport Operator to ensure that the Operator meets performance objectives. Based on market rates of dual served rail property
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In order to secure funding for Railport, the DMPO and the City are currently pursuing a loan
from the State of Iowa under the Railroad Revolving Loan and Grant (RRLG) Program for up
to $2,000,000 to decrease the costs of the investment in rail infrastructure. Up to 80% of the
project may be eligible for the loan, however, a 20% local match is required. Based on the
Project Team’s experience and the history of awards under this program, we estimate that
the project may be awarded between $1,000,000 and $2,000,000 which would reduce the
initial capital outlay accordingly. The DMPO, the City, railroads and private industry are all
eligible for the loan, however the DMPO and the City will complete the loan application as a
placeholder and incentive for potential Railport Operators who may bid through the RFP
process for the terminal. Terms and annuals repayments are discussed below based on
loan levels of $1,000,000 and $2,000,000.
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and revenue share for transloaders who lease developed facilities, we estimate that the
DMPO and the City could generate between $250,000 and $300,000 per year. This is more
than sufficient to secure debt service to the State of $100,000 and $200,000 per year on
$1,000,000 and $2,000,000 loans, respectively. In addition, the property itself and related
infrastructure could serve as security for the loan. It is unclear at this time whether the
DMPO and City will sell or lease the facility. Regardless, the DMPO and the City should continue their efforts with the State for the following factors:
1. The availability of capital at these terms may be attractive to the operator
and potentially make the bidding for Railport more competitive,
2. The Operator may be interested in leasing the property vs. outlaying significant cash at its own cost of capital,
3. The cost structure of Railport will be lower which will be accretive to the
rail competition which already exists,
4. The DMPO may further incent the Operator by “forgiving” revenue share,
taxes, or the land lease to cover debt service.
We believe that this project, worst case, will not require any cash outlays from the DMPO or
the City of Des Moines. Best case, we believe that Railport will generate revenues for the
DMPO which may be used for debt service (should the DMPO choose to own all the assets
of Railport). If the Operator is responsible for debt service, we believe Railport will generate
sufficient revenue to cover private debt service.

Planning and Implementation Schedule
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The development of a Planning and Implementation Schedule indicates that the start of
construction will require a number of decisions to initiate the development of designs and
approvals. We suggest that a meeting with regulatory bodies be held as soon as possible.
This meeting will help us better define what to include and what to avoid in the development of the project to allow for rapid regulatory approval by spring 2015. We would then
recommend that an environmental screening report be started concurrently with development of a 10% site design that will inform the environmental screening report if necessary.
Consideration of pursuing design build teams will help the DMPO be operational as suggested in the proposed schedule below:
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Task

Deadline

Finalize Railport Design

6/13/14

Application for IA Rail Loan & Grant

6/26/14

Draft Feasibility Study

6/30/14

Final Feasibility Study

7/11/2014

Iowa Rail Loan & Grant Award

8/31/2014

Iowa Rail Loan & Grant Approval
Publish Notice of RFP for Railport Operator

10/31/2014
11/30/14

Receive RFP Responses for Railport Operator

2/14/15

Award for Transload Facility Operator

2/28/15

Begin Site Design

3/31/15

Site Plan Submittal to City of Des Moines

5/31/15

Site Plan Approval

6/15/15

Begin Site Construction

6/30/15

Site Construction Complete

9/30/15

Begin Railport Operations

10/31/15

Coordination between many different parties including consultants, design firms, suppliers, contractors, regulatory bodies, potential customers and the railroad is required for the
completion of this project. Our team has provided this level of coordination on other similar projects and will be able to continue to assist the DMPO as it moves forward.

Conclusion and Next Steps
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The Project Team has completed the feasibility study for the Des Moines Railport based on
a preliminary design, related estimated capital costs, operating structure, and other factors.
We have concluded that the DMPO can design and build Railport which is served by multiple railroads and has broad global reach which will greatly improve Des Moines rail infrastructure. In addition, Railport will have little to no initial capital outlay for the local authorities, will be attractive to potential operators who may invest in the facility or lease it, and can
generate revenue for the DMPO. Based on our work, the DMPO should continue the loan
application process with the State of Iowa and develop a Request for Proposal to gauge interest and financial participation by potential operators.

DRAFT

June 28, 2014

Appendices

Appendix 1
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Assumptions for Capital Cost and Revenue Generation

June 28, 2014

DRAFT

Appendix 2

The Des Moines Metropolitan Organization

Rail Market Analysis
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January 31, 2014

Project Overview
The objectives of the Des Moines Metropolitan Organization, or “the DMPO” are to evaluate
and support the development of cost-competitive logistics infrastructure projects in the
community in order to meet the following four goals:

5. Improve the overall freight capacity and options in the metropolitan area,
6. Develop rail centric transportation options for existing businesses,
7. Expand existing transportation options to attract new industries to the region and
support economic development, and,
8. Focus the southeast area of Des Moines to support Industrial Development, in particular its manufacturing base.
More specifically, the Project team has been tasked to perform a logistical and freight
movement analysis of the DMPO’s region. From this study, the volume and the value of potential freight will be determined, regardless of carrier or transportation mode. In order to
meet this objective, the Project Team has worked closely with the DMPO to study the existing freight flows by mode into and out of the region as well as evaluating actions to increase
rail-served freight options for the manufacturing base and new industries.

Market Overview
The first phase of the Market Analysis was a physical survey of the shippers and commodities in the DMPO region, a survey of the existing rail transloads and their characteristics,
and an assessment of Class 1 and Regional Railroad service, location and size. The Project Team also developed the following Goal, Strategy and Tactic for the Partnership to focus market assessment efforts:

Tactic:

The first step in the project was to assess the existing and future market for rail logistics requirements in the region. Next, we determined whether the needs of existing and future railserved businesses could be met with the existing infrastructure and, finally, if determined the
existing infrastructure does not meet existing or and future demands, we will develop recommendations for next steps to ensure this market need could be met, including the type of
facility services which will attract the identified commodities.

1

Strategy:

Ensure economic growth for the City and Region through enhanced transportation infrastructure, if necessary,
Develop an efficient multi-modal set of transportation options for Industries in
the City and Region,
Evaluate the feasibility and construction of a Transload Facility that supports
the increased use of rail by providing competitive rail access to non-rail
served Industries.
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Goal:

Overview of Des Moines and Iowa Market
Iowa is a largely rural state; the state population is 3.07 million. Des Moines, the state capital and the largest city, has a population of 203,433, while the Metropolitan Statistical Area
of Des Moines – West Des Moines (the Region) has a population of 590,000 or approximately 19% of the state’s total population. Per capital income of $43,735 is approximately
107% of the national average and the Region’s Gross Domestic product is $42.1 billion.
While manufacturing represents 21% of the GDP of the State, it comprises only 5% of the
Region’s economy. Des Moines’ GPD is largely driven by the services sector (82%) with
financial services in particular, including insurance, banking, and finance, driving the economy at 45%. Since the Des Moines economy is services driven, Des Moines is primarily a
consumption point; the only significant existing manufacturing facilities are agricultural tires
produced by Bridgestone/Firestone. That said, Des Moines is a substantial consumption
market which, in addition to consumer products, requires the basic commodities of any
growing metropolitan area including Cement, Lumber, Construction Materials, Feedstock
and Agricultural supplies to support the regional farm economy.
As shown below in Figure 1, Des Moines is at crossroads of I-35 a primary NAFTA Corridor
and I-80 a northern tier Interstate which connects New York to San Francisco. This crossroad location is attractive for transportation companies and is a desirable terminal location.
However Des Moines is too close to challenge large national distribution centers in Kansas
City, Minneapolis, Omaha and Chicago.
Des Moines is prominently located within the Congressional High Priority Corridors and will
benefit from future freight corridor investments as illustrated below in Figure 2.

Iowa is home to America’s best workforce that is highly educated and productive. Iowa is a
Right–to–work state which is attractive to many employers. Research and development tax
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Figure 5
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Figure 4 Source: Americansov.org

credits are available along with tax increment financing. Iowa has a favorable tax structure
which is especially attractive to manufacturing start-ups. There are no sales taxes or use
taxes on machinery or equipment, no property tax on new industrial machinery and equipment and no personal property (inventory) taxes. These favorable business climate features
will help Iowa support the burgeoning manufacturing renaissance in North America.

Current Infrastructure
The map on the below in Figure 3 illustrates tonnage and commodity flows along the U.S.
highways, rails and waterways. Iowa is a critical state for long haul traffic, much of which
passes through the state.
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Commodity movements are a response to changing economic conditions and must be supported by infrastructure which is cost competitive. Competitive infrastructure includes adequate service and capacities for the modes that are or could provide the Region’s industries
with transportation. Transloads rely on trucking service to connect users to the rail network.
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Figure 6

It is important to understand how any transload location is connected to the local and state
highway network. Transloads often act as a buffer allowing users to truck product to a facility where rail equipment can be loaded to maximum weight or cubic capacity loading configurations. Since most bulk commodities such as cereal grains, gravel, animal feed, coal or
nonmetallic mineral products (Iowa’s top commodities by tonnage) are sold by the ton,
recognition of truck size and weight regulations, heavy haul and oversize dimensional load
corridors are important considerations for facility location. The maps following in Figure 4
illustrates Des Moines designated truck routes and posted bridges.
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To understand the current rail transload infrastructure in the market, we evaluated the “As
Is” state of rail to truck and truck to rail transload facilities in the Des Moines market, which

4

Figure 7

we expanded to include the entire state. Figure 5 above depicts the existing facilities
throughout the state
Map of Rail Transloads – State of Iowa

Figure 8
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The characteristics of the rail transload facilities included in the map on the above are further described in Table 1 on the following page:

Summary of Iowa Rail Transload Facilities
Table 3

City
Burlington, IA
Clinton, IA
Council Bluffs, IA
Davenport, IA
Des Moines, IA
Dubuque, IA
Manly, IA
Mason City, IA
Mount Pleasant, IA
Newton, IA
Ottumwa, IA
Ottumwa, IA
Waterloo, IA
Sioux City, IA

Rail Service
BNSF
Union Pacific (UP)
UP
Canadian Pacific (CP)
UP
Canadian National (CN)
Iowa Northern
UP/CP
BNSF
Iowa Interstate
CP
BNSF
Iowa Northern
BNSF/UP/CN

Distance
Car Spots Commodity
166 miles Southeast
N/A
N/A
198 miles East
80
Bulk
130 miles West
N/A
N/A
165 miles East
25
N/A
0
60
Bulk
200 miles East
N/A
Bulk
130 miles North
300
Bulk
120 miles North
N/A
Bulk
135 miles Southeast
N/A
N/A
40 miles East
30
Bulk
85 miles Southeast
N/A
N/A
85 miles East
23
Bulk
110 miles Northeast
15
Bulk
200 miles west
50
Food products

Currently, there is only one rail transload located in Des Moines. This facility has certain
limitations due to three key issues:
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1) Limited trackage is available for customers and shippers,
2) UP owns and serves the facility (no rail competition),
3) Single bulk product, plastic pellets.

These issues, the type of rail service available, the single Class 1 railroad (UP) which serves
the facility and accommodation for only a single commodity all represent considerable constraints to the Region’s shippers and create a cost disadvantage from a rail logistics perspective as further described below:
Type of Service to UP Transload: Due to the limited track space available, only block
sized trains (of 20 cars) or manifest service (fewer than 20 cars) is available. In other
words, no unit train service is available because unit size train (100 cars) cannot fit into
the facility. This prohibits the use of unit trains to reduce costs, in particular, for bulk
commodities.
Single Serving Railroad: In order to serve the region in the most economical way, rail
service provided by more than one Class 1 carrier is desirable as it can provide the
shippers with leverage to reduce their rates with the railroad by creating competition as
well as having direct service nationwide.
Multi Commodity: The facility is not a multi commodity transload. A general purpose
transload can offer service to multiple industries and multiple commodities.
Based on the rail transload facilities which are currently available, the rail transload service
infrastructure within Des Moines is limited and does not provided shippers with cost competitive rail transloading.

Rail Service Fundamentals.
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When a facility has only one railroad service and access, it is “closed” or “captive” and only
that railroad will provide rates and service. When you “open” access, this allows multiple
railroads the ability to offer service to a facility and generate a broader market reach and the
possibility of competitive rail pricing. Although railroads freely interchange traffic amongst
themselves nationwide, when multiple rail carriers are involved in the “line” movement of a
railcar, the overall rail shipping charges are historically higher and service levels are historically reduced due to extra handling of the railcar. This combination results in higher costs to
the shipper, both for the rail charges and additional inventory carrying costs while the rail car
is in transit. With a fixed fee to switch railcars into an “open” facility, railroads can offer
much quicker pricing and competitive service for their customers.
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The next step in our study evaluated the “as is” traffic flows by mode into and out of the
market. Consideration of the type of commodities that will use and be attracted to a multi
carrier served transload facility is critical to develop a design and operating plan. In parallel,
it is important to know the commodity volumes to design the correct layout with adequate
storage and switching capacity. Too little capability to handle a certain commodity might
cause delays in unloading railcars and service degradation for the shipper and the serving
Carrier. Long term service degradation and capacity constraints will reduce the attractiveness of the facility to potential shippers. This study, completed in early 2014, summarizes
current commodity distribution patterns and facilities in Des Moines and develops potential
options for the Partnership to consider to meet its objectives.

Transloading Design Fundamentals
The New Transload Facility (NTF) is a greenfield site. We recommended that its design optimize the three operations of three different industries, rail, trucking, and warehousing and
considers the overall capital and operating costs of the facility. Discussions with the four
serving carriers in Des Moines on a reciprocal switch arrangement must be conducted to
determine interest in serving a multi carrier served facility and how the service will be performed, i.e., who will do the actual switching of the facility and where will railcars be interchanged and for what Fee. The Project Team’s extensive experience in developing and operating transload facilities in other parts of the country provides the background for developing a successful design. Ultimately, the design proposed to the Partnership will be guided
by the research contained in this report, identifying the commodities and their volumes most
likely to use the facility.
This report is to provide an overview of the market conditions. There are also additional
considerations in combination with the market analysis which drive the facility’s design.
Some of these additional items are:









One of the key elements of a successful rail transload facility is that, where possible, it is not
captive to a single railroad. A well known study “Regulatory and Legislative Developments
and Opportunities Involving Shippers, Railroads, Surface Transportation Board, and Other
Federal Agencies,” completed by CURE and presented to the Southeast Association of Rail
Shippers in Savannah, GA in March 2011 shows that the cost of being captive on one railroad in many cases doubles the rail freight rate, creating significant competitive disadvantages to converting truck to rail-truck through a transload. The Project Team’s experience suggested that a multi carrier served transload facility is the optimal option if the Des
Moines Rail Transload facility is to grow and prosper. This is shown in Figure 10 below.
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Integrating the objectives of the DMPO,
Developing an understanding of criteria and tradeoffs in commodity handling and facility design,
Reviewing commodity shipping patterns for industries in DMPO region,
Identification of user support, seasonal shipping patterns and total expected volume
throughput.
Potential funding partnerships
Identifying the critical physical constraints and infrastructure (including surrounding
highway capacity, weight limited bridges and bridge condition, height and turning radius requirements and signaling for highway access) requirements of the facility,
Assessing the integration of the different rail layouts onto the site,
Developing agreement with the rail carriers serving the Region on allowing open access to the facility
Reaching agreements on service and pricing for switching
Reviewing Railroad switching criteria,
Reviewing support facility needs.
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Figure 9

Figure 10

Source: CURE
.
To the extent possible, Railport should encourage rail competition into the facility among the
railroads in the region in order to ensure the broadest reach between potential markets and
to encourage competitive rail rates by the serving carriers.
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A variety of processes to determine potential rail movements that may use Railport were utilized to develop this report. Identifiable traffic volumes were quantified through use of truck
movement data obtained from the Department of Highways. Checks and balances on various forecasts were included to provide a report that anticipates market conditions as they
exist at the time the report was developed.
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Rail Market Evaluation

The processes used to develop the market analysis in this report include:


Visual Inspections
o Visually inspecting distribution facilities
o Review other available transload facilities in the region



Interviews and Surveys
o Interview distribution businesses for potential truck to rail diversion
 Farm implements
 Lumber yards
 Concrete consumption
 Steel products
o Interview manufacturers with serving railroads to determine local needs for
additional transportation
o Interview local transportation experts



Historical Freight Movement Analysis
o Utilize Freight Analysis Framework data to analyze market data on the potential market shift from truck to rail

Visual Inspections
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The first phase of the review, often referred to as “just driving around,” provides a good
starting point for this study. Although the majority of data regarding what has been shipped
in the past and by what transportation mode can be found in various databases, this step
allows for a better understanding of the local economy and its industrial network. Computer
data cannot show the interconnectivity of industries, such as steel distribution centers supplying steel to local fabricators that use the raw steel to create sub-assemblies for use by
local manufacturing firms. The Des Moines region has largely a service economy. In order
to support the diversification of the economy, the DMPO is interested in addition of a new
transportation option for existing and future shippers. The City of Des Moines is also very
interested in adding a new transportation option for existing and future industrial companies.

Interviews and Surveys
The Project Team performed a statistical analysis of truck shipments in the region. In addition, we interviewed a variety of experts in the region including members of the regional
Economic Development Corporation, members of Industrial Development firms, representatives from Consulting Engineer firms and members of the local Chamber(s) of Commerce.
Based on these interviews, we were pointed toward certain shippers. We interviewed these
shippers regarding the materials they shipped, their satisfaction with their existing rail service and, what changes, if any, they would request to the regional rail infrastructure, in particular, a rail to truck transload facility.
The DMPO provided the Project Team with a summary of the top 100 employers in the region. Using the list as a starting point, the Project Team performed telephone surveys with
the employers who are either existing or potential rail shippers. Of the several discussions
we had, only one employer, John Deere, showed significant interest in a facility (as described below). Two other employers, Titan and Bridgestone, indicated to us that they are
not a good candidate for rail transloading because their process is too labor intensive. Several calls and contacts are still open and the Project Team will continue to evaluate the market for interested candidates for the facility.
The result of these personal interviews was an excited interest in the ability to utilize a rail to
truck transload facility by John Deere, especially one that will be served by competing railroads. The results of our interviews are summarized in the table below.

Materials

Status

Requires New
Rail?

Bridgestone/Firestone Outbound tires/Inbound
Feedstock

Pleased with
existing service

No

John Deere/Des
Moines Works

Finished goods for domestics and export via
Galveston/Baltimore

Interested in
BNSF Service
or IAIS/NS

Strong Possibility

Inbound

None Noted

N/A

N/A
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Customer-Specific Research

Historical Freight Movement Analysis
The Freight Analysis Framework (FAF) integrates actual freight movement data from a variety of sources to create a comprehensive picture of freight movement among states and
major metropolitan areas by all modes of transportation. This data is compiled from waybill
samples from the trucking, rail and maritime industries and is publicly collected by various
Federal Agencies. See appendix for further details.
This data contains information from the latest year available at the time of this report, the
Commodity Flow Survey. Additional analysis has been performed on this data to produce
the FAF version 3 (FAF3), providing estimates for freight movements by tonnage and value,
by commodity type, mode, origin, and destination for 2007 with forecasts through 2040. Also included are truck flows assigned to the highway network for 2007 and 2040. Because
significant changes in method affect comparability of statistics, FAF3 and FAF2 estimates
may not be used together. The data utilized for trucking was from the State of Iowa so the
level of granularity is difficult statistically. As such, the best analytical data is research by
market as well as having a team that has extensive experience in the Iowa freight network.
Dr. John Hoegemeier, a well-respected authority on rail transportation movement analysis,
developed a matrix of truck traffic that meets all the acceptable parameters for truck to rail
diversion. Some of the criteria utilized were; length of freight movement (the longer the better for rail), density of product (the heavier the better for rail), known capability to move
commodity by rail and trucks (historically successful examples of transloading the commodity in other parts of the country), and the quantities consumed by one customer or by multiple
customers in the region. Currently, the outbound data in the region is a statistically minimum volume which could contribute up to 250 additional cars per year. The inbound data is
more robust than the outbound data since Iowa is a consumption area, especially for chemicals, minerals, and fertilizers. These are ideal commodities for a truck to rail conversion.
Volumes at the minimum diversion rate approach 650 rail cars per year with a three year
expectation of 2,000 rail cars per year. Combining the inbound and outbound conversions,
starting with a minimum of a 5% diversion rate in Year 1, 10% in Year 2, and 15% in Year 3,
we estimate the following rail cars volume for inbound, outbound and total in Years 1 – 3 as
shown below in Table 2.

Table 4

Page

In addition, there have been significant inquiries into the movement of containers direct to
Des Moines instead of being trucked from Chicago, Kansas City or Omaha. The US Freight
Railroad Intermodal/Container network is a series of large terminals on the West coast op-
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Annual Rail Cars Inbound
Outbound
Total
Year 1
686
131
817
Year 2
1,372
262
1,634
Year 3
2,058
393
2,451

erating trains from Los Angeles, Oakland and Tacoma to distribution centers in Omaha,
Kansas City, Dallas/Fort Worth, Chicagoland and Minneapolis/St Paul. These trains are up
to 10,000 feet in length. At destination distribution centers, the containers are normally
trucked out up to a 250250 mile radius*(per Vann Cunningham BNSF). However this catchment areas can vary based on size and weight of container, chassie ownership and
availablity and new hours of service laws. The greatest rail efficiencies are the ability to run
point to point without stopping en route at small terminals. Also, the containers are loaded
to a destination market on five-pack cars that have 10 containers per car. This efficient design allows for the best utilization of equipment, assuming all containers are loaded to conforming interstate weight levels. When ag backhauls are loaded to 57,000 lbs per container
this weight can cause rail carriers to match up empties with overweight loads in each well of
the stack train car. .
Even if there were equipment and capacity at a Transload Terminal in Des Moines for containers, it would be very inefficient and, therefore, expensive, to try and stop one of the large
trains to set out one car for local delivery. This is due to the fact Des Moines is not on either
the UP or BNSF mainlines from the west coast to the Midwest. An “out of route” movement
would have to be made to stop in Des Moines. Another option is to move a container from a
terminal such as Chicago or Kansas City via local train service to an area like Des Moines
instead of trucking it. This would take several days to move and be much more costly than
the existing truck drayage rates. The railroad’s intermodal model is designed to move a
large train to a destination distribution terminal and have containers trucked to local destinations. This is the most efficient mode as well as the lowest cost. In this analysis, containers
being unloaded in the proposed facility are not being considered as it is not in either the Union Pacific or the BNSF Railways operating plan.
The map on the following page (Figure 7) represents a forecast of 2035 projected rail volumes and the current rail capacity. By 2035, the forecast for available Class 1 rail capacity
in Iowa will be extremely constrained in all but the southeastern portions of the state. This
means that any switching activities or train movements which would slow, delay or stop
through train movements would have a very negative impact on the railroad operations. During these constrained conditions most rail carriers will require unit train assembly and
movement to access the rail market.
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Short lines can help Class 1 carriers increase efficiency by gathering freight and aggregating
individual carload shipments into more efficient blocks of traffic, which reduces Class 1 carriers time switching individual freight industries.

Figure 11
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The rail network has relied on the lessons learned from the airline industry, a few large central hubs that then have feeder airlines serving the smaller markets. In the case of rail intermodal, the railroads serve the large intermodal hubs and trucks serve the smaller markets. Each industry is then utilized to its maximum efficiency. Direct intermodal service to
Des Moines would more expensive than the current intermodal/drayage combination due to
the reduced volumes and higher rail service costs. While not the answer desired, the free
market has developed the most cost effective solution for moving containers into Des
Moines.

In order to gain an understanding of the types of product which have moved via rail into the
Des Moines region, the Project Team reviewed historical rail moves by car type to gain an
understanding of the rail equipment that rail movements have utilized. The results of this
review are summarized in the table below:

Rail Shipments by Equipment Type
Des Moines Metropolitan Area
Box Car
13%
Bulk
66%
Flat Car
21%

Rail movements have largely been bulk commodities, such as cement and fertilizer and excludes many of the smaller, high value consumer goods. This is consistent with what we
would expect for Des Moines service based economy.

Facility Design Parameters
One of the key success factors in developing the DMPO NTF is to ensure that it has sufficient capacity for shippers for the commodities and product that they would like to ship.
must have strong rail competition which will reduce rail rates and, to the extent possible,
keep shipper rail costs competitive. When a facility is built and has access to only one railroad access, it is “closed” or “captive” and only that railroad serves the facility. When you
“open” access, the serving railroad agrees to switch cars into and out of the facility for other
railroads for a specific fee. This allows one railroad to ship it on its own rail lines to the interchange yard of the serving railroad. With a fixed fee to switch into the facility, railroads
can offer much quicker pricing and service for their customers.
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Transloading is a combination of marrying three disparate industries and their operational
characteristics: trucking, warehousing(or storage) and rail. Each of these operations requires specific types of facilities and material handling equipment to be highly productive.
Different commodities have varied material handling techniques, storage requirements, and
truck loading requirements. In addition, some commodities do not mix well in one facility
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The proposed NTF is on property owned by the City of Des Moines. The property is approximately 28 acres and can be served by four railroads, UP, BNSF, NS, and the Iowa Interstate railroad. The existing UP facility is primarily a bulk plastic pellet terminal that is not a
direct competitor with the new proposed terminal. In addition, the new proposed transload is
in an area the city has designated as future industrial development. The new transload will
be operated by an independent transload operator with service by railroads to be determined. The site could be direct served by all railroads or by one that agrees to provide
equal access to the other railroads. The Iowa Interstate is very interested in being the primary serving railroad.

due to potential contamination and damage issues. In today’s transportation environment
the ability to load large trains quickly will translate into cost savings for the shipper. The ability to warehouse, store or stage product to quickly and efficiently load and “turn trains” is essential to economic competitiveness.
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NTF is a greenfield site and should be designed around the optimization of the three operations and in consideration of the overall cost of the facility. The Project Team’s extensive
experience in developing and operating transload facilities in other parts of the country, has
provided the background for developing this design. Ultimately, the design which will be
proposed to the DMPO will, among other things, be guided by the research contained in this
report including identifying the commodities and their volumes most likely to use the facility.
An initial, high level facility design shown on the following page as Figure 8, is based on the
results of the market analysis. The facility is designed to accommodate the commodities
that are identified as potential rail moves in Table 1. The facility will measure approximately
1500’ by 600’ in size. It will include infrastructure including side ramps and an end ramp for
both box car and flat car loading. Any required bulk commodity loading may be performed
on an open track alongside the railcar.

Figure 12 – Site Design

Figure 13
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The proposed facility design will be revised in the next phase of the project. Potential neighborhood impacts and suggested mitigation options will also be discussed.
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Pre Market Analysis Conceptual Design for Des Moines, for exhibit purposes
only

Conclusion and Next Steps
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The Project Team has completed a logistical and freight movement analysis of the DMPO’s
region. In the study, the volume and the value of potential rail freight has been determined,
freight flows by mode into and out of the region were studied, and existing rail transloading
facilities were surveyed in order to evaluate actions which could increase rail-served freight
options for the existing manufacturing base as well as new industries. Based on our analysis, we believe there is a potential market for expanded rail transloading options in the region. This “new” rail market includes truck to rail diversions, including significant rail-served
business with John Deere. In order to develop a cost competitive “long term” solution, we
conclude that the Des Moines region should move ahead with defining the type of facility
that best suits the potential traffic mix in the development of a cost-competitive transloading
facility (NTF).

Appendices

Freight Analysis Framework Data
The table below illustrates that rail has approximately 14% of the 2010 total freight tonnage
and anticipated an 11.2% growth in tonnage by 2040. Truck is still the dominant mode in
Iowa and handles about five times the tonnage which is moved by rail. Iowa’s top five outbound domestic trading partners are Minnesota, Illinois, Louisiana, Texas and Nebraska.
The top five states which send tonnage to Iowa include Wyoming, Illinois, Minnesota, Nebraska and Wisconsin.
The current highway network will not be able to handle the truck growth over the next thirty
years given present levels of investment. Establishment of more rail access points will help
rail transportation increase market share over the next thirty year period.
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Table 5

Appendix III
John J. Hoegemeier, PhD.
Principal, SD Freight Rail Consulting, LLC
San Diego, CA/San Antonio, TX
www.sdfreightrail.com
Principal John Hoegemeier
BS Chemical Engineering – Illinois Institute of Technology
MBA – Cal State Long Beach
PhD Transportation Economics – UC Irvine
General Background
Areas of expertise and experience include economic assessment and cost-benefit
analysis, petroleum industry supply chain analysis, transportation costing analysis,
grant and loan applications, engineering assessments and capacity studies, operating
plans, risk analysis for freight operations, land use planning issues related to rail
transportation, community impacts from transportation projects and environmental
assessment, strategic transportation planning, and local agency and government interaction.
Specific Areas of Expertise and Experience
Economic assessment and cost-benefit analysis.
Wrote a detailed paper on the benefits of Port and rail infrastructure in diverting truck
traffic from San Diego area freeways. Designed and interactive spreadsheet with associated documentation to determine the impacts to regional highways of short line
railroad abandonment, or the failure to upgrade short lines to support 286k rail cars.
Petroleum pipeline netback analysis
Wrote a detailed report with an accompanying model on crude oil pipeline netbacks
for determining competitive routings for crude by rail in a dynamic pricing environment.
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Rail cost analysis.
Rail costing experience using the Surface Transportation Board’s Uniform Rail Costing System. Data and inputs for short lines were added to the program database for
greater accuracy in determining relative costs. Analysis for specific moves using
marginal and allocated costs has also been performed.
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LPG supply chain costing analysis
Provided detailed pricing and capacity analysis for LPG exports into Mexico for multiple clients. Work included detailed strategic plans and an interactive supply chain
model to evaluate export options in a changing pricing market.

Risk analysis.
Performed grade crossing risk analysis for short line railroads using FRA data and
software, designed interactive spreadsheets to determine relative benefit of track improvements in preventing derailments, and evaluated the relative risk of hazardous
material movements using different truck and rail routings.
Engineering assessments, operating plans, and capacity analysis.
Provided preliminary evaluations of capability to handle 286,000 lb. rail cars using
accepted research by the American Short Line and Regional Railroad Association,
and using track software used by the US Army Corps of Engineers.
Conducted preliminary capacity analysis using parametric analysis of mainline capacity using interactive spreadsheets to determine incremental capacity from specific
projects.
Assisted in developing operating plan to support daily 7 hour closure of LOSSAN
Corridor during Del Mar Bluffs project, while maintaining full freight service.
Wrote feasibility study for unit vehicle train moves into the Port of Grays Harbor,
WA.
Land use planning, community impacts, and environmental assessment.
Provided input to regional general plans and community plan updates. Conducted
train noises assessments for projects in San Diego and National City.
Conducted a health risk assessment for a proposed project adjacent to a short line rail
yard using accepted guidelines and software from the California Air Resources
Board.
Strategic planning
Conducted a detailed study on existing conditions for freight rail in San Diego and
California. Recommended specific projects to expand capacity based upon existing
markets and projected growth.

Subcontractor in designing and developing improvements on the San Diego Metropolitan Transit System SD&AE South Line
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Analyzed regional rail lines and impacts of traffic growth using GIS software, and
providing graphic outputs and data to regional transportation planners.
Performed a detailed analysis of freight rail grade crossing impacts in the region to
assist in evaluating the most suitable candidates for grade separation projects.
Subcontractor in developing the SANDAG Freight Gateway Study in conjunction
with HDR and Cambridge Systematics.
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Provided inputs to the regional freight planning process in conjunction with other rail
stakeholders to provide a list of prioritized projects for freight rail improvements on
publicly owned track.

Local agency and government Interaction
Appeared before the Port of San Diego Board of Port Commissioners, the San Diego
City Council Land Use and Housing Committee, and the National City Planning
Commission on freight rail issues.
Member of the SANDAG Regional Freight Working Group and the Transportation
Priority Evaluation Committee for the regional Metropolitan Planning Organization.
Grant and loan applications.
Co-wrote application, analyzed public benefits, and assembled application package
for a State grant of $7 million dollars for a rail yard project in Oregon.
Assisted in the preparation of four applications for the California Proposition 1B
Freight Improvement Bond. Those project applications totaled over $450 million.
Wrote cost benefit analysis for rail improvements for the Port of Corpus Christi as
part of a TIGER IV application.





Analysis of East Cost Propane Export Facilities – 2014
LPG Marine Transportation – Comparative Cost Analysis – 2013
NGL Pipeline Network Tariff And Netback Study - 2013
US LPG Rail Transportation Analysis 2012 – 2013
US Crude by Rail Transportation Analysis 2012 – 2013
Northern Baja California LPG Market - 2012
Crude by Rail: Options for California – 2012
Northern Baja Freight Rail Market - 2011
A History of Short Line Holding Company Consolidation - 2010
San Diego Auto Terminal Capacity Analysis – 2010
San Joaquin Valley Railroad; History & Operations - 2009
San Diego & Imperial Counties Freight Rail Information Book – 2009
Grays Harbor Vehicle Unit Train Feasibility Study - 2008
Allocation of Maintenance Costs On Joint Use Rail Corridors - 2007
Freight Rail Capacity Outlook, San Diego Subdivision, 2020 - 2007
Evaluating the Public Benefit of California Short Line Railroads (draft) –
2007
Evaluating Public Benefit and Cost Effectiveness of Freight Rail Projects 2007
San Diego Rail Capacity Issues: 2006-2025 - 2006
San Diego Freight Rail Market Report - 2006
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Wrote cost narrative and benefit analysis for rail terminal improvements for the Port
of San Diego Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal as part of a TIGER IV application.
Authored Papers and Studies:













Field Observation and Preliminary Assessment: Tijuana & Tecate Line, Tijuana to Garcia – 2006.
Health Risk Assessment San Diego & Imperial Valley Railroad San Diego
Yard:
Impact to Ballpark Village Project - 2005
A Proposal for Allocating Track Maintenance Costs for Joint Operations of
the San Diego Trolley Light Rail Transit and the San Diego & Imperial Valley
Freight Railroad -2005
Prospects for the Freight Rail Market from the Port of San Diego - 2005
Mexican Rail Market: Rail-to-Truck Modal Diversion Potential – 2004
Rail Freight Carload Growth by Commodity, Export to Mexico, 1999-2003 2004
Economic Benefit of Diverting Truck Traffic: San Diego Freight Facilities –
2004
Methodology for Determining Marginal Costs of Additional Truck Traffic 2004
San Diego Freight Rail: Options for Sustained Growth – 2003
Evaluating Short Line Railroad Traffic Growth Rates, and Applications for
Carload Pricing (Dissertation) - 2003
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Professional Affiliations
American Society of Transportation & Logistics
American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association
Committee 16 – Economics of Railway Engineering and Operations
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